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For years, there have been calls for us to start writing devotionals to 
help people grow in their walk with the Lord and to fulfil their God-
given destiny. This is due to the thrust of our ministry which is to 
empower people to fulfil their God-given destinies. 

No doubt, there are lots of good devotionals out there; this made us 
feel there might be no need to join the band wagon. But as we prayed 
and followed God, we were given the marching order by God to start 
writing devotionals focused on helping people to stay healthy and fit 
for destiny as they receive daily capsules from our ministry. This, we 
have done for over two years with the soft copy devotionals sent 
across various online platforms. 

Now, we seek to increase our reach and to help everyone come along 
this journey of destiny. This is the idea behind this printed daily 
devotional in your hands. We hope that it would keep you strong in 
your walk with the Lord and help you stay healthy and fit to fulfil 
your God-given destiny.

Special thanks to everyone who made this possible; those who gave 
their feedback and testimonies, those who send financial seeds to  
support the work, our workers and leaders in the ministry, the editing 
and design team, friends who encouraged us in the journey, and you 
that are reading this devotional. May you all abound with the 
blessing!

We look forward to unceasing transformation via this material in 
your hands.
 
Remain blessed.

'Demola Awoyele
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SPECTACULAR OR SUPERNATURAL?

Romans 8:14-16

“For as many as are led by the Spirit of God,
these are the sons of God.”

Romans 8:14

When God led me to my wife, over 15 years ago, I did not see any vision, have any dream, 
neither was I led by any prophetic word. It was simply a still small voice; "That is your 
wife". I have learnt how to pick that supernatural leading over the years. 

Friend, you need to understand that God does not normally lead us through spectacular 
means but through supernatural means. To go about looking for spectacular leading is to 
set yourself up for satanic infiltration. To jettison God's simple and silent supernatural 
leading is to be at the risk of missing God's plans for your life (Psalms 23:2).

You cannot maximize your sonship with the Father if you do not master the leading of the 
Holy Spirit. At Salvation, Jesus brought us into sonship with God, but the Holy Spirit 
brings us into the manifestation of sonship (Romans 8:14, Hebrews 2:10). The first 
assignment of the Holy Spirit in your life is not to bless you but to lead you (Luke 4:1). It is 
the sheep that is led that would be fed (Psalms 23:1-6). Aside living by faith and walking in 
love, how to be led by the Holy Spirit is one critical skill every child of God must master.

God would not always show you visions and dreams, He would not always send prophets 
your way, and you would not always hear audible voices, but you can always get His 
leading via His word and the witness of His Spirit in your inner man. This is what it means 
to be supernaturally led. The word of God revealed to you is already supernatural (Psalms 
119:105, John 6:63). The still small voice or inner witness of the Spirit is already 
supernatural (1 Kings 19:12, Romans 8:16). Visions, dreams, prophetic encounters and 
other spectacular leadings are God's prerogatives; you are not supposed to press into them 
so the devil won't entertain you. But you can press into the word of God in study and 
meditation (Joshua 1:8, Luke 5:1). You can develop sensitivity in prayers and intimacy 
with God as you pick the leading of the Holy Spirit. Welcome spectacular leadings when 
they come, but don't build your life around them.
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I cooperate with the Holy Spirit today as He leads me into the
manifestation of sonship

Lord, help me to master living by faith, walking in love and
being led by the Holy Spirit

Isaiah 8:19-20, Luke 4:1-14, Acts 16:1-20
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DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN STOP AND FEAR

Isaiah 8:12-13

 "Do not say, 'A conspiracy,' concerning all that this people call
a conspiracy, nor be afraid of their threats, nor be troubled.”

Isaiah 28:12

As a visionary, I've had my fair share of fear as I attempt to fulfil God's plan for my life. One 
of such was when we were to leave the goodies of Lagos to do ministry in Akure, Ondo State, 
Nigeria. At one point, I thought God was asking us to stop the move. At other times, I knew it 
was the devil trying to stop us from God's best. I learnt to differentiate between stop and fear.

Friend, you would need to differentiate between stop and fear as you follow God's leading 
for your life. A lot of people are stuck in life and destiny by mistaking fear for stop. God 
would stop you when you are going off His plans for your life, but the devil would also use 
fear to stop you from enjoying God's best for you (Acts 16:6, 1 Corinthians 16:8-9, 2 
Corinthians 7:5). The fact that you are afraid of something does not always mean that you 
should not do it.

God does not normally lead His children through fear. Fear is of the devil and it needs to be 
treated as such (2 Timothy 1:7). There is a scriptural way to decipher God’s leading in the 
midst of fear. One of the ways to know that you are in the will of God is the perception of 
God's love even in the midst of turbulence (Philippians 4:6-7, 1 John 4:18, Jude 1:21). It is 
better to err in caution than to err in action, but it is best not to err at all. We have not been 
called to be careful but to be sensitive (Philippians 4:6-7, Ephesians 5:17-18). Carefulness 
has robbed a lot of people of their portion of greatness in God than the devil has (Amos 6:1, 
Hosea 13:13).

Fear is simply; “False Evidence Appearing Real.” When fear grips your heart at the 
crossroad of decision, spend time to pray. When you spend time praying, especially in the 
Holy Spirit, you build up your faith, and when faith rises, fear is put in its place (Jude 1:20). 
Sometimes, you would need to keep praying yourself into the faith required to birth your 
destiny (2 Timothy 1:6-7, Hebrews 11:23-27). Some of our fears are rooted in our past 
failures, our sense of inadequacies, and the uncertainty of the future, while some are sheer 
attacks from the pit of hell (Jeremiah 1:6-8, Ephesians 6:16). Let the word of God and the 
stirring of the Spirit supply you the right perspective (Acts 27:22-25). 

Saturday
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I am no longer a slave to fear; I am a child of God!

Father, I break free from every hold of fear on my life and
destiny in Jesus name

1 Samuel 17:19-52, Matthew 14:28-31, 2 Corinthians 7:4-7

October
2021
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THE VOICE OF WISDOM
Eccl 10:10, 2 Tim 3:15

“If the iron be blunt, and he do not whet the edge, then must he put to
more strength: but wisdom [is] profitable to direct”

Ecclesiastes 10:10

Perhaps, things would have been a little different had he listened to the voice of wisdom. 
But he was bent on his ways. Obviously, he had no specific instruction from God, but he 
could have leveraged the voice of wisdom.

Friend, one of the ways that God would lead you is through the voice of wisdom. There 
are times you won't hear any audible voice, not even the still small voice. There would 
be times you won't perceive anything in your spirit. But there would always be a 
”Wisdom Way" to go about stuff in your life. There is the Voice of Wisdom you need to 
heed if you won't make a shipwreck of your destiny.

There is direction and profiting in the voice of wisdom (Ecclesiastes 10:10). If you are 
currently confused or making losses in any area of your life, there might be a voice of 
wisdom that you are ignoring somewhere. There are at least six (6) channels of wisdom 
that you can leverage per time. You would need one or combinations of these at different 
junctures of life. There is the wisdom from God's word; the Bible is God's wisdom in 
print (2 Timothy 3:15). It contains God's accurate prescription for life's challenges.

There is the wisdom from common sense (Proverbs 7:7 NLT). There is a reason you 
went to school. There is a reason you know what you know. There is wisdom garnered 
from life's experiences. What have you gone through? What did you learn from them? If 
you make a mistake the first time, you are a victim, but if you keep repeating the same 
mistakes, you are a volunteer. Expert’s opinion is another wisdom channel (1 Kings 
12:1-16). There are teachers that God positions around your life for timely guidance. 
You must meet them before you face life's tests (Isaiah 30:20-21). 

Finally, pay attention to inspired thoughts from the Holy Spirit and you would always 
know what to do (Job 32:8, Psalms 29:3, John 6:6). Amen!

Sunday
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I operate by the wisdom of God for profiting in life and destiny.

Lord, I unlock the channels of wisdom wherever you have
placed them for me in Jesus name.

Psalms 119:97-100, Matthew 11:19, Romans 11:30

October
2021
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PEACE AS YOUR UMPIRE

Isaiah 32:17, Col 3:15

“And let the peace of God rule in your hearts,
to which also you were called in one body; and be thankful.”

Colossians 3:15

In my years of counselling people regarding matters of destiny, I have often come across 
statements like, "I have peace about it", "I feel good about it", "I don't have any 
restrictions" and stuff like that. While some people turned out to be right, quite a lot others 
have got it wrong. So, I decided to find out how to be safely led by inward peace.

Friend, the peace of God has been given to us as an umpire in matters of life. An umpire, like 
a referee in a football match, decides with absolute finality what is right or wrong in a given 
situation. This is the work of peace in our walk with the Lord; it helps us to judge between 
right and wrong. God often leads us by inward peace.

We must allow the peace of God to rule; it must be allowed to decide what is right and 
wrong for us as we pursue purpose and destiny. The Amplified Classic Version calls it ‘an 
umpire‘(Please read Colossians 3:15 in AMPC). The atmosphere of thanksgiving gives the 
peace of God permission to rule (as an umpire). The Kingdom of God is righteousness, 
peace and joy in the Holy Ghost (Romans 14:17). When you are faced with decisions at 
junctures of life, avoid agitations and fear, switch over to thanksgiving; give God praise 
knowing that He would guide you safely in His will (Isaiah 26:3, 48:17, Philippians 4:6-7). 

Don't just say that you have peace over a matter when you have not spent sufficient time 
praying about it (Philippians 4:6-7). This peace must stem from genuine prayers if it would 
be your umpire. It must also be the "Peace of God that passes all understanding." You won't 
have any physical reason for being at peace; it is purely spiritual. As a young lady, it is easy 
to say that you have peace over a guy who is upwardly mobile and is driving the best of cars, 
but what if it is otherwise? Paul had peace in the midst of contradictory evidence (Acts 
27:22-25). If you are not on the path of righteousness, it is a wrong peace; you cannot have 
peace in sin or evil (Isaiah 32:17). While God gives answers of peace, the devil also gives 
pseudo peace, so you have got to be sensitive (Genesis 41:16, Psalms 85:8).

Monday
th 4

The peace of God rules and reigns in my life today.

Father, I come against false peace in Jesus name.

Psalms 23:1-6, 46:1-10, 2 Corinthians 2:11-14

October
2021
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THE MIRACLE OF DIVINELY ORDERED STEPS

Psalms 37:23

“The steps of a good man are ordered by the LORD,
And He delights in his way.”

Psalms 37:23

He only volunteered to share prayer pamphlets for missions. He never knew that he would 
end up investing his entire life reaching the unreached people group for God. If you asked 
him prior to that time, he would probably tell you that he was not cut out for missions. He 
has enjoyed the miracle of divinely ordered steps.

Friend, God still orders the steps of His children. God would lead most people by ordering 
their steps. This is yet another powerful but often neglected and misunderstood way that 
God leads His children. I call it "The Miracle of Divinely Ordered Steps". It's a miracle 
because you cannot make it happen by yourself (Jeremiah 10:23).

You must see God as the One who orders your steps (Psalms 37:23). As a child of God, 
your steps are not supposed to be ordinary. They are supposed to be in sync with divine 
purpose. Even if you cannot figure out what is happening, you need to rest assured that 
God is ordering your steps (Psalms 16:5-6). It is the steps of a good man that are ordered, 
not his sleep. Those who would enjoy the miracle of divinely ordered steps must not be 
loafers; they must take steps in the will of God. There is no point singing "standing on the 
promises..." when all you are doing is sitting in the premises. You would not experience 
the miraculous if you don't take steps (2 Kings 7:3-9).

Pay attention to divine promptings. Don't joke with stirrings to do stuff or go to places that 
you would not normally do. Be flexible. A lot of people have missed their destiny by being 
too rigid with God (Acts 10:9-16). Blessed are the flexible for they shall not be broken. 
Volunteer somewhere; don't sit idle (Matthew 20:6-7). Find a divine reason for seemingly 
normal things (1 Samuel 17:29). Don't take life causal else you become a casualty in 
destiny (Amos 6:1). Be a man of prayer; it is the secret of divinely ordered steps (Genesis 
24:12-27, Psalms 119:133). Pray preemptive prayers. Respond, don't react. Don't wait for 
stuff to happen before you start praying; make them happen in your favour through 
prayers. Learn to trust God even if you cannot trace Him.

Tuesday
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I am a child of God. My steps are not ordinary; they are divinely
guided

Lord, order my steps today and all the days of my life

Genesis 37:15, 1 Samuel 9:1-17, Psalms 119:133

October
2021
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WHEN GOD GRANTS YOUR HEART DESIRE

Psalms 37:4

“Delight yourself also in the LORD, And He shall
give you the desires of your heart.”

Psalms 37:4

I have made it my practise to secretly note the desires of my children and go right there to 
meet it. Nothing can be more exciting to have your father go out of his way to meet your 
utmost desires. I'm always fulfilled seeing them bask in the euphoria of having their 
desires come to pass. 

Friend, God wants to grant your heart desire. Some preachers have made us to think that 
God would mostly lead His children along paths that they do not like. They make 
statements like; "Be careful if everything is rosy for you, most likely, God is not there". 
This kind of theology has made a lot of people to jettison seeking God's will for them.

God is a good God (Matthew 7:9). In His presence is fullness of joy and at His right hand 
are pleasures (not pressures) forever more (Psalms 16:11). Like every good father, God 
has our best interest at heart (Matthew 7:11, 1 Timothy 6:17b). He also leads you by 
granting your heart desires. He is not against your desire; He only wants it to be aligned 
with His will for you. Be free to tell God what you desire. Tell Him you desire a fair lady, 
not too tall or short. Tell Him you desire a guy with six-pack. Tell Him you wouldn't mind 
working or doing ministry in Lagos or US. God loves those who are sincere, not hypocrites 
who pretend to be in submission to His will but are secretly nursing idols in their hearts 
(Ezekiel 14:4, 1 John 5:21).

You need to delight yourself in the Lord if you want Him to grant your heart desire (Psalms 
37:4). Your desire becomes God's desire when you delight yourself in Him. To delight 
yourself in the Lord is to make God your priority and pursuit. It is to keep God and His 
purpose close to your heart in daily meditations, preoccupations and engagements 
(Hebrews 10:5-7). It is when God works in you that you will and do His good pleasures 
(Philippians 2:13). This comes by spending time in worship, prayers and meditation 
(Psalms 27:4, 119:24). This is when you can be safely led by your desires; else, you would 
be in danger of missing your destiny.

Wednesday
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Lord, I desire and delight to do your will daily

Father, continue to work in me to will and do your good
pleasures

Matthew 26:39, John 4:34, Hebrews 10:5-7

October
2021
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THE STILL SMALL VOICE
1 Kings 19:12

“And after the earthquake a fire, but the LORD was not in the fire;
and after the fire a still small voice.”

1 Kings 19:12

While growing up, this song resonated with me as I desired to hear God for my life and 
destiny; "God has something to say. Listen! Listen! Pay rapt attention, for God has 
something to say." This is still true today. God has something to say. In fact, God is saying 
something already; only that you may not be paying attention. 

Friend, you need to culture the atmosphere around you to hear the still small voice of the 
Lord. The question is not; "Is God speaking?" It is; "Are you hearing what He's saying?" 
Although, God is not a talkative, the book of Genesis introduced Him as a speaking God 
(Genesis 1:3). While Adam was in hiding, God's voice was never silent over his life (Genesis 
3:8-10).

God leads us through the Still Small Voice. This is different from the Audible Voice in that, 
the Still Small Voice often sounds on your inside (internally) while the Audible Voice sounds 
externally as though a human personality, like a friend, were speaking to you. You need to 
learn how to discern that voice by culturing the atmosphere within you (Revelation 1:10a). It 
takes some measure of stillness to perceive the Still Small Voice. This stillness almost 
always has nothing to do with what is happening around you. You can be in a noisy 
atmosphere but there is stillness on your inside. And you can be in the quietest environment 
but the inside of you is so noisy that you cannot hear that voice (Mark 4:37-39).

If you want to know that God is God, if you want to perceive His voice in the midst of the 
confusions around you, you have got to be still (Psalms 46:10). You need to practise the 
discipline of stillness (1 Thessalonians 4:11). Prayer is a dialogue, not a monologue. Take 
some time to maintain silence before God while praying. Don't tie God to a location or 
circumstances. God may not be in the wind, earthquake, fire etc. He may not even be in 
quietness. God is where He chooses to be for you per time (1 Kings 19:12). All you need is to 
be accustomed to His voice. Be given to meditation. Be still to hear His voice. SILENT and 
LISTEN have the same spelling for a reason; you need to be silent to listen (James 1:19).

Thursday
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I refuse to be distracted by noises; I perceive God’s
voice today

Lord, I receive Grace and Wisdom to practise stillness in 
Jesus name

Psalms 39:3, Acts 10:19, Romans 8:14

October
2021
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THE AUDIBLE VOICE
Acts 8:29

Then the Spirit said to Philip,
Go near and overtake this chariot.

Acts 8:29

I have heard the Audible Voice of the Holy Spirit only a few times in my walk with the 
Lord. Those times were pivotal to my life and calling. God was intentional about leading 
me this way. Most other regular leadings have come in ways other than the audible voice. 

Friend, God does lead His children through the Audible Voice, but only on rare occasions. 
I notice that when some people say that they are not hearing God; what they often mean is 
that they are not hearing any audible voice. This does not mean that God is not leading 
them through other means. Let me show you why God leads His people through this 
spectacular means and its implications. 

Just like visions and dreams, leading by audible voice is God's own prerogative to lead you 
via the Audible Voice. You cannot press into it or assume you hear it, else, you open 
yourself up to strange voices (John 10:4-5, 1 Corinthians 14:10). God has His reasons for 
choosing to lead you via the Audible Voice and you need to trust His wisdom. Also, the 
Audible Voice is authoritative; it is also called the Authoritative Voice of the Holy Spirit. 
Yes, the Holy Spirit does speak with authority (Acts 8:29). He commands, unlike when He 
suggests, counsels and encourages. 

The Audible Voice of the Holy Spirit sometimes comes in form of a human voice; 
particularly the voice that you are already used to (1 Samuel 3:4-10). God is not an author 
of confusion. He does not normally deal with us in ways that we are not already used to. 
You must be a man under authority if you would hear His Authoritative Voice. Who is that 
person that is constantly speaking to you through whom the voice of the Holy Spirit can 
reach you? God would choose to lead you via the Audible Voice if you would be walking a 
peculiar road in life and destiny; He knows you would need more than "I perceive" if you 
would be safe on such journeys (Acts 9:3-6). You would need this strong conviction to 
drive your special calling and destiny (Matthew 17:1-3, Acts 26:19, 2 Peter 1:18-19).

Friday
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I follow the Shepherd; my ears are shut against strange voices.

Father, culture my Spirit to hear your voice in Jesus name.

Psalms 85:8, Isaiah 30:20-21, Acts 13:1-2

October
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CONCERNING VISIONS & DREAMS
2 Corinthians 12:1

“It is doubtless not profitable for me to boast.
I will come to visions and revelations of the Lord.”

2 Corinthians 12:1

I would have made a major mistake in my journey of destiny if not for the vision I had that 
night. I know God must have taken time to get across to me but I was not getting it. I was 
bent on my own way until the Lord interrupted me via that night's encounter.

Friend, one of the imports of the outpouring of the Holy Spirit these last days is the 
renewed capacity for visions and dreams (Joel 2:28). Visions and Dreams as means of 
divine communication are as valid as other means of communication; only that we need to 
understand the scriptural procedure and guidance for dealing with such.

No doubt Apostle Paul walked in visions and dreams (2 Corinthians 12:1). His conversion 
and ministry commission began on that note (Acts 9:3-8, 26:19). He was also guided at 
junctures of his life and ministry through visions and dreams (Acts 16:9-10, 27:22-25). It 
is most likely that God would guide you via same. Visions and dreams are spectacular 
means of communication; we don't press into them and they are God's prerogative. The 
late Kenneth E. Hagin walked in authentic visions and dreams, including seeing Jesus; but 
according to him, there was never any time that he prayed to see such visions or dreams.

Visions and Dreams cannot stand alone; they require interpretation. A lot of people are 
confused about their dreams. You need to build your spiritual capacity to a point where you 
can handle visions and dreams. Your dream life must not be stronger than your prayer life 
or spiritual growth; they should actually flow from it (Revelation 1:10). Take your time to 
grow. Be deep in the word. Develop sensitivity. Walk in discernment. Learn to subject 
your dreams to time and authority figures; dreams are not end in themselves but means to 
an end. God often gives us visions and dreams when we are not paying attention to His 
non-spectacular means of communication (Job 33:14-17). Also, our spiritual activities of 
prayers, fasting and growth drive can trigger them (Ezekiel 1:1, Revelation 1:10).

Saturday
th 9

I walk in clarity of visions and dreams by the help of the
Holy Spirit

Lord, help me to build spiritual capacity for safety in
spiritual things

Daniel 2:19-22, Proverbs 29:18, Acts 10:9-20

October
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PROPHETS & PROPHECIES
Revelation 19:10

“...Worship God! For the testimony of Jesus is
the spirit of prophecy."

Revelation 19:10

She came to see me at the office. She sounded confused. A "Prophet" had just met her on 
the road to give her a prophecy about her marriage; "the person you are to marry is not in 
Nigeria. You have to travel to that country if you would ever be married.”

Friend, the prophetic ministry is one of the provisions of God for His people. But we need 
to learn how such ministry operates so as to be safely blessed by it. There is a difference 
between the prophetic ministry in the Old Testament and that of the New Testament 
(Hebrews 1:1-2). 

The prophetic ministry in the New Testament mostly confirms what God already told us 
except on very rare occasions (Hebrews 2:3). You have the liberty under God to test 
prophecies with the scriptures and the witness of the Holy Spirit (Isaiah 8:20, Romans 
8:16, 1 John 4:1). Prophecies in the New Testament bring edification, exhortation and 
comfort (1 Corinthians 14:3). Anything short of these must be discarded immediately. No 
prophecy or prophet should put fear in you. It must not demoralize you. It should point you 
to the scriptural thing to do to get God on your side and not just leave you confused.

Whereas, Old Testament prophets seemed to be at liberty to speak to anyone, anywhere 
and anyhow, this is not the case in the New Testament; there are spiritual jurisdictions. 
God would not normally send someone to prophesy to you out of the blues; it would be 
someone within your spiritual jurisdiction (2 Samuel 12:1). Always ask; "Who's this 
person to me? Is he my pastor? Does he have a stake in my life?" Don't be gullible. Check 
the vessel bringing the prophecy (Titus 1:10-13). Who is he? What's his lifestyle? What 
spirit is ruling in his life? Who does the prophecy glorify; Jesus or the prophet (Revelation 
19:11)? Judging prophecies does not make you a rebel or to sin against the anointed. It 
only makes you a biblical Christian (Acts 17:10-11, 1 John 4:1).

Sunday
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I profit from prophecies, I fulfil my destiny.

Father, help me to position myself for the right prophetic
ministry in Jesus name.

Numbers 11:29, 1 Corinthians 12::10, 1 John 4:1-4

October
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WHEN GOD IS SILENT
Revelation 8:1

“When He opened the seventh seal, there was silence in
heaven for about half an hour.”

Revelation 8:1

She has been on the matter for some time. "Pastor, God is not saying anything to me 
regarding this issue. He speaks on other matters but not this. What could be wrong?" Well, 
since I'm not God or omniscient, I could not exactly point to what's wrong but I gave her 
scriptural guidance on how to deal with divine silence.

Friend, God is a speaking God, but He is not a talkative. At times, He speaks frequently to us 
on matters of destiny, and at other times, He chooses to keep silent. You need to know how to 
go through seasons of divine silence. Many people have confused divine silence for consent 
and have made a shipwreck of their destiny.

There was silence in heaven! If it happened in heaven, it would happen on earth (Revelation 
8:1). Are you currently going through a season of divine silence? Perhaps, God is not saying 
anything regarding your marriage, business, ministry etc. The problem is not the silence but 
your interpretation of it. God was silent over Abraham for 13 years; he had missed God's 
plan. He wanted to fulfil a divine vision via human strategy (Genesis 16:16, 17:1). Avoid 
haste. Don't try to help God. Divine silence tests our patience and submission to the will of 
God (Isaiah 28:16). Saul could not wait for Samuel to show up; he went ahead to sacrifice 
and truncated God's plan (1 Samuel 13:8-14).

Sometimes, God chooses to be silent because He expects you to know better. As a Christian 
sister, why are you claiming that God is silent when you are asking Him if you should say 
"Yes" to an unbeliever man? You should know better. You read your Bible for a reason; you 
have attended Church all these years for a reason (2 Corinthians 6:14). God cannot be 
mocked; you cannot play smart around Him. When God seems silent over your affairs, don't 
stop praying, and never cook up a pseudo response from God (Isaiah 30:1-3). Beyond 
hearing God, those prayers are doing something to your spiritual sensitivity. Stay on the last 
instruction; sometimes God is not saying anything new. Keep doing what He told you earlier 
until the next instruction. Stay calm and be at rest. God is around the corner even if He is 
silent (Psalms 46:10).

Monday
th 11

I refuse to walk in assumption or be haste.

I receive grace to handle moments of divine silence, I will not
truncate divine destiny in Jesus name.

Psalms 46:1-10, Luke 18:1-8, James 1:19

October
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GOD SAID, BUT WHAT ARE YOU SAYING?

Deuteronomy 30:19

“...I have set before you life and death, blessing and cursing;
therefore choose life, that both you and your descendants may live.”

Deuteronomy 30:19

One of the profound truths I learnt in my early days of walking with God is the truth about 
making decisions along the will of God. I learnt that you should not go ahead to obey a 
divine leading simply because "God said"; you need to accept what God says and make it 
what you are saying. The will of God must become your own will.

Friend, God has not created us as robots. He does not force His will on us (Genesis 6:3). He 
simply works in us both to will and to do of His good pleasures (Philippians 2:13). Jesus 
was not forced to obey God. He willingly laid down His life (John 10:17-18). This must be 
the posture of everyone who wants to fulfil destiny.

Dear sister, stop saying, "If not that God told me to marry him..." You are accusing God by 
saying that. You should rather say that, "God led me to him and I chose to marry him." The 
truth is, we would all get to that point where the will of God does not seem to make sense. 
At this juncture, we need to know that we know that we chose to follow God, not forced. 
When God leads you, take your time to accept His will. Some sisters need time to respond 
to proposals; not because they have not heard God, but they need to be decided. They need 
to make their choice. It must come out of their personal decision, not "God said". 

God has not given us the freedom to choose what we like. He only presents His will to us 
and counsels us to choose His will. It is His leading but it has to be our choice 
(Deuteronomy 30:19, Joshua 24:15). Destiny is sweet when we cooperate with God. It is 
exciting to know that you chose the path you are treading when God led you. No devil can 
deceive you and no situation can mesmerize you. You chose to follow God.  Don't live in 
pretence. Allow God to work in you so that you can will and then do His good pleasure 
(Philippians 2:13). This is where waiting on God in prayers and fellowship comes in. This 
is where staying under the right atmosphere and having the right people around you are 
crucial. It helps you to adjust, adapt and accept the will of God (Hebrews 10:7).

Tuesday
th

 12

I choose to follow and do the will of God. 

Lord, conform my will to your will in Jesus name.

Psalms 86:11, Isaiah 1:18, Ephesians 6:5-6
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BEYOND BEING LED
2 Peter 1:10

“Therefore, brethren, be even more diligent to make your
call and election sure, for if you do these things you

will never stumble.”
2 Peter 1:10

He claimed that God led him to start the business. But the journey has been tough. He 
resorted to backing out of it; he could not cope again. My counsel for him was to go back to 
how it all started and re-evaluate his leading and strategy.

Friend, hearing God about matters of destiny is not an end in itself; it is only a means to an 
end. This is another misconception that people have regarding divine leading. They think 
that once God has led them, everything would automatically turn out well. Beyond being 
led, you need to know what to do to make it work.

There are about seven components of the will of God which are; purpose, time, place, 
people, strategy, generation and measure. You can get the purpose right, but if you miss the 
timing or strategy, you would still fail (Ecclesiastes 9:11, Ephesians 5:15-17). Samuel was 
smart enough to ask God for strategy when he was sent to anoint the next king in the house of 
Jesse (1 Samuel 16:1-3). He would have risked being killed if he went on the basis of just 
being led. God cannot lie (Numbers 23:19). But you can make Him look like a liar if you 
don't follow Him well. That you were led to that lady does not mean that she would say "Yes" 
to you if you don't get your timing and strategy right. That your marriage is founded on 
divine leading does not mean that it would work if you don't know how to make it work. 

When God leads you on a matter, take time to pray about it before executing it. God shows us 
things ahead for the purpose of prayers and preparations. Divine purposes are thwarted 
when enough prayer energy is not generated (Galatians 1:15-16, James 5:17-18). Take time 
to pray about that marital leading. Commit that business direction to God in prayers. 
Intercede for that ministry plan (1 Timothy 1:18). God supplies the calling, but you need to 
supply the diligence (2 Peter 1:10). Most times, the manifestation of a divine vision is lesser 
than its revelation due to failure on the part of man (2 Peter 1:5-8). There are things to do to 
make divine leading to work. There are details to understand. There are strategies to deploy. 
There are counsels to heed. You need to play your own part.

Wednesday
th

 13

I walk in the total counsel of God for my life and destiny 

Father, help me to balance faith with wisdom in my walk
with you

Proverbs 22:29, Romans 12:11, Ephesians 5:16-17
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MUST EVERYBODY BE LED?
Romans 8:14

“For as many as are led by the Spirit of God,
these are sons of God.”

Romans 8:14

Years ago, I was teaching somewhere on the subject of divine leading. After taking time to 
show from scriptures the imperatives and implications of following the will of God, one 
young man asked a rather unusual question; "Must everybody be led? Can't I just use my 
head and make decisions?”

Friend, everybody does not have to be led but everybody should desire to be led. The 
question is not that of compulsion but that of wisdom (Deuteronomy 4:5-6). Just like 
someone can argue that, "Must I be filled with the Holy Spirit and speak in tongues?" You 
don't have to but you would be better off with it. 

Not speaking in tongues or allowing the leading of the Holy Spirit in your life may not take 
you to hell but it can make you to live in hell while on earth. When Jesus called the Holy 
Spirit our advantage, it means that you would operate at a disadvantage in life if you don't 
recognize and give Him His place in your life (John 16:7). While Jesus brought us into 
sonship, the Holy Spirit brings us into the manifestation of sonship (John 1:12, Romans 
8:14). You cannot enjoy the blessings of salvation if you don't allow the Holy Spirit to lead 
you. It is a blessing, not a burden. It is your advantage in the journey of life (Isaiah 48:17, 
21).  

God wants to lead everybody but God would not lead everybody the same way. Most times, 
when people say that they do not hear God, what they often mean is that they do not hear an 
audible voice. God may not lead you the way He leads your pastor or the MOGs you know 
around but He would sure lead you the way He knows best; He would lead you the way He 
knows you cannot miss it (Romans 8:16). God hides things from (for) us by placing them 
close to us (Deuteronomy 29:29). Being led by God is not supposed to be an uphill task. 
Unfortunately, many pastors or preachers have made it to look so. You need to recognize the 
way God leads you uniquely. God is a God of patterns; know His unique pattern for you and 
follow it.

Thursday
th 14

I am a sheep of God, I follow the Shepherd.

Lord, help me to open myself to your leading in every area
of my life.

Psalms 23:1-6, Isaiah 8:19-20, John 10:1-10
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HOW TO MARRY WRONG
Psalms 119:89

“Forever, O LORD, Your word is settled in heaven.”
Psalm 119:89

A dear young man met me some years ago. We were discussing the subject of marriage. 
According to him, "God said I can marry any of these three sisters." I nodded in disbelief. 
Did God really tell him that? Is God as confused as he is? 

Friend, the word of God provides the basis for discerning the will of God. This is why you 
must know the Bible before you know the spirit. Getting into spiritual experiences without a 
word foundation is another recipe for disaster. God's word must be given its place in our 
lives as we find out the will of God.

God works by His Spirit through His word and by His word through His Spirit. The Holy 
Scriptures and the Holy Spirit work together as far as God's dealing with man is concerned 
(Psalms 119:89, 2 Peter 1:21). Any supposed communication that negates the provisions of 
the scriptures must be discarded without sentiments (Luke 4:4). The general will of God is 
found in the Holy Scriptures while the specific will of God is found in the Holy Spirit. The 
general will of God is that you must not be unequally yoked with unbelievers (2 Corinthians 
6:14). But, even among the believers, there is the specific choice of God for you as to who to 
marry; you get to know that in the Holy Spirit (Romans 8:14).

The fact that the Bible says that "whatsoever you do shall prosper..." does not give you 
permission to go do just what you like (Psalms 1:3). You need to find out, in the Holy Spirit, 
what exactly you are to do to enjoy the prosperity package you have in God (Ephesians 
5:17). That God promised to keep you in all your ways does not mean you should go just 
anywhere; you need to allow Him to order your steps (Psalms 17:4, 37:23, 91:11). You need 
the balance of the Word of God and the Spirit of God if you would walk in accuracy this 
season. Know the Holy Scriptures, and also know the Holy Spirit. Spend time in prayers so 
that your spirit man is well cultured to discern the will of God, and also spend time in study 
so you can decipher the voice of God (Psalms 29:3, Isaiah 8:20, 1 Corinthians 2:10).

Friday
th

 15

I walk in accurate understanding of the word of God in matters
of divine leading. 

Father, deliver me from errors in pursuit of destiny in
Jesus name.

Isaiah 8:19-20, Luke 4:1-14, 1 John 4:1-4
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WAITING IS NOT WASTING
Isaiah 40:31

“But those who wait on the LORD Shall
renew their strength...”

Isaiah 40:31

Several years ago, I was trusting God for admission into the University. I had prayed, 
fasted and done all I could, but the admission was not forthcoming. God used that season 
to teach me what to do when prayers are not yet answered. 

Friend, it is true that when there is a man to pray, there is always a God to answer. But how 
and when God answers are matters that require considerations if we would not truncate 
God's plan for our lives. As a child of God, the moment you prayed, according to God's 
will, He heard you. But you need to know what to do before the answer manifests (Psalms 
34:15, Mark 11:24, 1 John 5:14).

Thanksgiving is the language of the New Testament because, in Christ, God is not going to 
do it; He has already done it (Philippians 4:6,.2 Peter 1:3). Thanksgiving reveals faith, 
grants you rest and completes the circuit of your answers. Complaints and grumbles abort 
the process. God often prepares us for what He has prepared for us (1 Corinthians 2:9). 
You need to get into the necessary preparations that would make you fit for the answer you 
are expecting. While praying and waiting for admission those years, I got into 
preparations. I allowed God to work on me so that when I eventually gained the admission, 
I was not unfit.

While expecting answers for your marriage, get into preparations. As a pastor, while 
trusting God for the next breakthrough in ministry, don't fold your hands. Let God work on 
you, fix and fit you for the future of your ministry. As a businessman, it is not enough to ask 
God for a million naira, you must develop millionaire's mindset and habits. You may not 
have a paid job yet, but you can let God employ you in His service as you trust Him for one. 
Use your singleness to serve God's purpose; be available in Church, go for evangelism, do 
some community services, be involved in intercession (Job 42:10, Malachi 3:14-18, Acts 
13:36). Be at rest and judge God faithful (Numbers 23:19, Psalms 46:10, Hebrews 11:11). 
Don't look for alternatives; wait for God!

Saturday
th

 16

I choose to wait on God.

I come against haste; I wait on God in preparations and
expectations.

Psalms 27:13-14, Luke 1:80, Galatians 1:15-24
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IS IT REALLY A SACRIFICE?
Luke 17:10

“So likewise you, when you have done all those things which
you are commanded, say, 'We are unprofitable servants.

We have done what was our duty to do."'
Luke 17:10

One of my friends made a statement that has stuck in me till date. He said; "When we 
consider the sacrifice of Christ for us, we would realize that there is nothing we do for 
Him today that is really a sacrifice".

Friend, you can only call something a sacrifice when you lose it entirely. But this is not the 
case with following God. If you lose your life, you would gain it (Matthew 16:25). 
Serving God and making sacrifices must not be overrated. It is a rare privilege that we 
must not take for granted. Most of what we do for God is actually for us, not God 
(Ephesians 6:8).

Recently, I stepped into a congregation to minister; I had driven for about three hours to 
get there. As my flesh began to overrate the sacrifice I made to get there, the Holy Spirit 
whispered; "Son, when you consider what Christ left to come reach humanity on earth, 
you would not consider this a sacrifice." It humbled me. Like that servant in Luke 17:10; 
you have gone through thick and thin serving your master, yet, he would not allow you to 
rest. Know that you have only done what is expected of you (Luke 17:7-10).

Never see sacrifice as a big deal; you have only done what is expected of you. As a pastor, 
you have cared and sacrificed for the flock; you have only done what is expected of you. 
You have just given your first million as a sacrifice for God's work; you have only done 
what is expected of you. You were in Church all day cleaning and arranging; you have 
only done what is expected of you. Serving God costs, but the payment of it far outweighs 
it costs (2 Samuel 24:24). If it does not cost you, it is not a sacrifice. If it does not touch 
you, it may not touch God. It may be your most expensive perfume like Mary, your brand 
new tomb like Joseph of Arimathaea, or your credentials like Paul; see it as a privilege 
with its attendant blessings (Malachi 3:14-18, Luke 23:50-53, John 12:3-8, Philippians 
3:4-10). If Jesus paid the ultimate price with His life, no price is too big for you to pay.

Sunday
th 17

Serving God is a privilege for me, not a right.

Father, thank you for the privilege of service; help me to
serve you whole heartedly in Jesus name.

Job 36:11, Luke 1:74, 22:26, Philippians 2:25-30
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THE BLESSING & THE BURDEN
2 Corinthians 4:17

“For our light affliction, which is but for a moment, is working
for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory.”

2 Corinthians 4:17

One renowned man of God preached a message some time ago that imparted me a lot. The 
title was; "Can you stand to be blessed?" It was an eye-opening teaching on the burden 
behind the blessing.

Friend, every blessing comes with its own burden. While asking God for blessings, be 
prepared for the burden that the blessing brings (Matthew 20:20-23). This is why God 
often withholds or delays His blessings from manifesting in our lives; He's checking if we 
can handle the burden.

Success is not automatic. There is no ready-made miracle. There are no instantaneous 
breakthroughs. There is a burden that births the blessing and there is the burden that 
comes with the blessing. If you cannot handle the burden you cannot enjoy the blessing 
(Luke 12:49-50). Glory is a weight; not too many people can stand to be blessed (2 
Corinthians 4:17). The blessing has destroyed a lot of people than you can imagine. You 
need to get yourself ready for what you are asking. Blessing brings visibility. It exposes 
you to people and places. It makes you attractive to the devil. It reveals the state of your 
heart before God. It can make you vulnerable.

Blessing is an amplifier; it amplifies both your strength and weakness. If you are greedy, 
more money would not cure your greed; it would rather amplify it (1 Timothy 6:17-19). If 
you are unkempt, marriage would not make you tidy, it would amplify your dirt and 
irresponsibility. The demands of life only reveal your capacity. When God blesses you, 
you would work more (Luke 5:6-7). As a businessman, you would have more clients to 
attend to. As a pastor, you would preach more, counsel more and have a lot of ministry 
issues to deal with. As a wife, you would have to respond to the demands of marriage; 
husband, family, in-laws etc (1 Corinthians 7:34). These are the burdens that come with 
the blessing. The burden itself is not a problem but it can be a problem if you do not handle 
it well.

Monday
th 18

I build capacity for divine blessings

Lord, prepare me for what you have prepared for me in
Jesus name

Genesis 41:14-46, 2 Chronicles 27:6, 1 Corinthians 2:9-10
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THE BURDEN OF THE FAITHFUL
Matthew 25:29

“For to everyone who has, more will be given, and he will have abundance;
but from him who does not have, even what he has will be taken away.”

Matthew 25:29

When I left campus for my national youth service, all I wanted to do was to stay away from 
leadership responsibilities; I wanted to rest. I had been very involved in campus ministry all 
through my five years on campus. But as God would have it, I was given another 
responsibility. The burden of the faithful is more responsibility.

Friend, God does not bypass the responsible for at least two things; divine communication 
and divine choice (Genesis 18:17-19). It's amazing how God "abandons" the less busy and 
go look for the man whose hands are already full of responsibilities (Matthew 25:28-29). 
Notice that while on earth, Jesus did not choose casual, lazy and idle people; He went for 
already busy people.

Peter, James and John were engaged in fishing, Matthew worked at the tax office, and Paul 
was an energetic lawyer and religious activist (Matthew 4:21, 9:9, Acts 9:1-6). When God 
was to choose the next Prophet to replace Elijah, He went for an Elisha who was already 
ploughing with twelve yoke of oxen (1 Kings 19:19). The person who is already getting 
things done would be the person that can always get things done (Matthew 25:28-30). The 
person who is idle cannot get anything done if he is engaged. This is why your Boss at work 
would always give you more work and leave the idle staff.

God will also shift responsibilities from the irresponsible and give it to the responsible. 
Pastors who are faithfully pouring themselves into divine assignment would always be 
given more work to do for God. They are go-getters for the Kingdom. God can depend on 
them. They treat divine assignment with the urgency it deserves (1 Samuel 21:8). Don't let 
someone else's sense of responsibility make you irresponsible. Rather, let it inspire and 
challenge you. David's sense of responsibility made Saul irresponsible (1 Samuel 18:7-16, 2 
Samuel 5:2). As a husband, the fact that your wife is financially responsible must not make 
you lazy (1Timothy 5:8). As a pastor, that vibrant brother in your Church must not make you 
redundant; he needs to be led. Whoever takes responsibility takes leadership.

Tuesday
th 19

I choose to be responsible 

Father, help me to take myself serious under you; I choose to remain
relevant to God in my generation

Genesis 39:1-6, Acts 6:1-8, Philippians 2:19-30
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THE BURDEN OF THE FAITHFUL (2)
Genesis 18:17

“And the LORD said, "Shall I hide from
Abraham what I am doing.”

Genesis 18:17

I was in my quiet time in 2008, lost in worship and fellowship with the Father. Then I heard 
His voice, "Son, can you spare me some time, I want to talk to you?" That year 2008 
encounter opened up a conversation that led to the mandate we now run with in our ministry. 
Truly, the burden of the faithful is more responsibility.

Friend, God does not bypass the responsible for divine communication and divine choice. 
The burden of the faithful is more responsibility, and part of the responsibility is the 
privilege of divine communication (1 Samuel 3:11). While it is true that God speaks to every 
of His children, but the depth and weight of His communication is dependent on your level 
of responsibility.

Eli was still on stage but God already bypassed him (1 Samuel 3:16-18). It is possible to still 
be the pastor of a local Church, the husband at home or the Boss at work, but critical 
information about the things of God is kept from you. You must be in alignment with God. 
Eli had lost intimacy so he lost accuracy. Don't assume that God would always speak to you 
because you carry the title of leadership without the life of leadership (1 Kings 13:11, 
22:24)). Leadership is not the display of title, it is the outflow of life, and this life is built in 
intimacy, not just mere activity. Any activity that would not enhance your intimacy is a 
distraction in disguise.

The information that God shares with you per time is a reflection of the part you are playing 
in His agenda (Genesis 18:17). When you stand in the place of prayers and intimacy, you 
would be privy to divine information and instruction (1 Kings 17:1, Jeremiah 23:21-22). 
God is looking for responsible men and women; those whom He can depend on (Ezekiel 
22:30). Stay responsible in prayers, intimacy and obedience to divine instruction. Stop 
giving excuses, start standing with God and for God in your family, work place, Church and 
the society at large, and you would be His choice in communication and leadership!

Wednesday
th

 20

I stay faithful to God in my daily life

PRAYER: Lord, help me to develop a life of intimacy
with you.

Mark 1:35, Luke 1:80, Acts 10:1-20
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THE BURDEN OF THE FAITHFUL (3)
1 Samuel 16:11

“And Samuel said to Jesse, "Are all the young men here?"
Then he said, "There remains yet the youngest,

and there he is, keeping the sheep..."
1 Samuel 16:11

I used to have a brother in Church who always jettisons menial jobs in Church. He would 
often reassign it to someone else, most times, younger folks. But he always loved to handle 
the microphone. I knew he would not last with that kind of attitude, and he sure did not.

Friend, God does not bypass the responsible for Divine Communication and Divine Choice. 
You must live your life in such a way that you would be God's choice anytime any day and 
everywhere. One of the ways to do that is to position yourself in responsibility. 
Responsibility simply means, "Response-ability". God is looking for those who would 
respond, not those who would give excuses.

The things that disqualify men are not revealed in the day of manifestation but in the days of 
preparation (1 Samuel 16:7). You are either qualifying yourself or disqualifying yourself 
from God's best. God will love you forever but He would not choose you forever. The gifts 
and calling of God are without repentance but leadership and influence in the Kingdom are 
with repentance; God will look at your faithfulness before He chooses you for leadership 
role in the Kingdom (Luke 16:10-12, Romans 11:29). Relevance is not automatic, neither is 
it eternal. You need to know what to do keep yourself in the choice of God. 

God chose David, not because of the size of his stature, but the size of his heart and 
responsibility (Psalms 78:70-72). While Saul was messing up, David was warming up to 
take his place (1 Samuel 16:1). Live your life with a decision that no man will take your place 
(Acts 1:20, Revelation 3:11). It is the man that does the job that nobody wants to do that 
qualifies to do the job that everybody wants to do (1 Samuel 16:11-12). Perhaps, nobody 
wants to run errands. Nobody wants to sweep the floor. Nobody wants to stay under the heat 
of the sun seeing to how well things are organized and stuff like that. If you would position 
yourself for divine choice, you must have the kind of heart that is yielded to doing such stuff 
(Psalms 78:70-72).

Thursday
st 21

I live a life of responsibility towards God and men.

Father, break the hold of pride on me; help me to bend my
back to serve in Jesus name.

Esther 10:2-3, John 13:3-17, Acts 13:36 
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THE BURDEN OF THE FAITHFUL (4)

1 Timothy 4:11-16

“Take heed to yourself and to the doctrine. Continue in them,
for in doing this you will save both yourself and those who hear you.”

1 Timothy 4:16

When I handed over pastoral leadership on campus, I made a decision that helped my relevance 
with God afterwards. The decision was to continue doing what I used to do while in office. I 
would wake up at night, intercede for services, pray for people and do the things I was doing in 
my private as though I was still the pastor. 

Friend, there is no mystery about success and greatness. There are rules to obey. There are laws 
to keep, and there are disciplines to maintain. If you would last long on the road of destiny, you 
must be faithful to doing these things; you must never allow where you are now to keep you 
from where you are going (1 Timothy 4:15-16). 

Keep on doing the things that made you what you are today. Don't have an arrival syndrome. 
The same discipline and diligence that brought you to the top would be needed to move you to 
the next level. Never forget where God took you from and how He was with you. God does not 
always remind you of your past. But when He does, it means you are beginning to fail (1 Samuel 
15:17). It is possible to fall from a great height if you stop doing the things that put you at that 
height (Revelation 2:5). Great heights are maintained by new disciplines but new heights are 
attained by old disciplines. There is no height you would attain that prayers would become less 
important. If you ever nurse such thought, the devil is entertaining you somewhere.

You need to protect your heart as you remain faithful to God (2 Chronicles 26:16). Since God 
looks at the heart, then our heart either qualifies or disqualifies us with God (1 Samuel 16:7, 
24:5, Proverbs 4:23, Ezekiel 28:15). It is easy to have a corrupted heart as you rise. You need to 
keep your heart in check by exposing it to God's word and Spirit (Psalms 139:23-24).  The 
higher you rise, the more difficult it would be to keep up your growth routine. This is why you 
need to be brutal on yourself. This is when to differentiate between what is important and what 
is urgent. This is when to separate intimacy from mere activity. It is when to put yourself in an 
accountability relationship (Daniel 2:49, Acts 4:23). Here, you don't need fans who sing your 
praises, you need the right friends and fathers who keep you on track.

Friday
nd

 22

I live a life of discipline and caution, daily.

Lord, baptise me afresh with the grace of discipline and
consistency in Jesus name

Acts 6:1-4, Philippians 3:10-14, James 1:21-25 
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HANDLING BETRAYALS BIBLICALLY (1)

1 Corinthians 11:23-24

“For I received from the Lord that which I also delivered to you:
that the Lord Jesus on the same night in which

He was betrayed took bread.”
1 Corinthians 11:23

Years ago, I read a mini book titled, "Betrayed with a Kiss". From the title to the content, I 
was greatly inspired and blessed. Then recently in Church, the Lord gave us further insights 
into how to handle betrayals.

Friend, betrayals are part of the food that champions in destiny must eat. If you have not 
eaten the food of betrayals, you probably still have a long way to go. The greater your 
destiny, the more significant the betrayals you would have to go through. Joseph, David, 
Paul, Jesus and all great men have been betrayed (Genesis 37:19-20, Psalms 55:20-22, 2 
Timothy 4:10, 16).

I'm comforted at the fact that Jesus, the King of kings and Lord of lords was betrayed (1 
Corinthians 11:23). His anointing or the specialness of His calling could not stop the 
betrayal; it necessitated the betrayal. The betrayal facilitated and fast tracked the fulfilment 
of His ministry. There are a few things to learn about betrayal from Jesus. What do you do 
when you are betrayed? For Jesus, the same night that he was betrayed, he did something 
very significant. Listen, it is not what happens to you that matters but your response. Beyond 
just nursing the wounds from betrayals, beyond "cursing" your betrayer or looking for pity 
party, you need to do what Jesus did.

Jesus broke bread... He simply switched over to the covenant. You are not ordinary. There 
are covenants hanging over your life and destiny. Betrayals and Betrayers want to make you 
look ordinary. They want to reduce the potency of your life and calling. You need to 
remember the covenant. What has God said concerning you? What is the spiritual side of 
your life and operation? As a pastor, what is the covenant side of your ministry? What has 
God told you? What is His commitment to you? That is what to do during betrayals; switch 
to the covenant. The covenant will always win. As a lady, I know the guy jilted you, but what 
has God said concerning your marital life? Remind yourself that God's word concerning you 
stands sure irrespective of the betrayal, and with this, you can give thanks (1 Corinthians 
11:24)!

Saturday
rd

 23

I live with the consciousness of God’s covenant on my life and
destiny.

Father, help me to handle betrayals biblically.

2 Timothy 3:1-14, 4:14-18, Philippians 3:10-14, James 1:21-25
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HANDLING BETRAYALS BIBLICALLY (2)

1 Corinthians 11:24

“and when He had given thanks, He broke it and said..”
1 Corinthians 11:24

A senior minister in our country once shared the story of how two of his trusted associates 
left the ministry same day. They both came to his office to tender their resignation letters. 
Overwhelmed by the betrayal, he went to God's presence in worship. From that worship 
came a Covenant Word that has brought blessings and increase to his ministry till date.

Friend, betrayals are real. They are part of the signs of the last days. If it happened in the days 
of Jesus, then know that it would happen much more in our days. While you may not totally 
prevent betrayals, you need to prepare yourself to handle them when they come. It is not 
what happens to you that matters but your response (1 Corinthians 11:23-24).

Jesus was betrayed. He was betrayed with a kiss from one of his most trusted associates 
(Psalms 55:12-13, Luke 22:48). Judas may not have been altogether bad, but Satan entered 
into him through his careless (Luke 22:3-6, John 12:4-6). How did Jesus handle His own 
betrayal? Jesus gave thanks (1 Corinthians 11:24)! I know it is most difficult to give thanks 
during times of betrayals. The emotions are always not funny. You feel so down, 
discouraged and dejected. Jesus most likely felt the same way (Psalms 55:12-13). But 
beyond the feeling, Jesus switched to God's word; He gave thanks (1 Corinthians 11:24, 1 
Thessalonians 5:18).

Once you switch to Thanksgiving, you have taken the power from the devil; you are now in 
charge of the situation with the help of God. Jesus gave thanks because He knew that all 
things (including the betrayal) were working together for His good (John 17:12, Romans 
8:28). When you know that God is working all things for your good, you would give thanks 
(Romans 8:28, Ephesians 1:11). Yes, the guy jilted you so that the right person can come into 
your life. Those associates left because they are not meant to be with you in the first place (1 
John 2:19). In worship, you see the blessing in the disappointment, the divine purpose in the 
betrayal, and you rise in that energy to pursue your destiny unhindered (Acts 20:24). Give 
thanks today!

Sunday
th 24

I switched to thanksgiving and I live in victory.

Lord, help me to see your purpose in every betrayal.

Isaiah 14:12-15, Ezekiel 28:14-15, John 6:66-71
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THE MOST SPIRITUAL
Revelation 3:1

"...I know your works, that you have a name that
you are alive, but you are dead.”

Revelation 3:1

Recently, I went to speak at a Church's annual youth convention. I noticed in the award 
highlights very commendable feats by the youths who would receive awards. But there was one 
that got me thinking; it was the award for the most spiritual. So I asked myself, who is the most 
spiritual, and how do we get to know such?

Friend, Christianity is personal though not private. The bulk of what we see on the outside is 
determined by the unseen realities. Jesus warned that we must not carry out our spiritual 
activities only to be seen by men; according to Jesus, that would be our reward (Matthew 6:5-
16).

The people that seem the most spiritual before men may not actually be before God. The 
Church at Sardis had the reputation of being alive but they were dead as far as God was 
concerned (Revelation 3:1). After all said and done, it is what God says about you that would 
count. Men may give you award but real reward comes from God. No matter who you are, 
where you are and what you do, always remember that human beings can only criticize you, 
they cannot judge you, they can only applaud you, they cannot reward you (Romans 14:10, 2 
Corinthians 5:10). You must make up your mind to live your life in the audience of One (God). 
While men were stoning and possibly blaming Stephen, Jesus was giving him a standing 
ovation (Acts 7:54-60).

You need to constantly examine yourself to see whether you are still in the faith (2 Corinthians 
13:5-6). You need to know where you are before God per time without being carried away with 
public opinion. The Corinthian Church was, perhaps, the most gifted and outspoken but also 
the most carnal (1 Corinthians 3:1-4, 2 Corinthians 8:7-8). It took the ministry of Paul to reveal 
their utter spiritual bankruptcy. Spirituality is not judged by the display of gifts of the Spirit but 
by the development of the fruit of the Spirit (Romans 11:29, Galatians 5:22). Gifts are simply 
what they are; "Gifts". They are not markers of your spirituality (Romans 11:29). Sometimes, 
the most gifted are also the most carnal. Don't judge yourself by what you are in public but by 
who you are in private (2 Timothy 2:19).

Monday
th 25

I live my life to please God and Him alone.

Father, I receive grace to pay attention to my walk with you;
I refuse to be distracted in Jesus name

Matthew 7:15-23, John 15:1-8, 2 Corinthians 13:5
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DEEP STUFF?
Romans 1:20

“For since the creation of the world His invisible attributes are clearly seen,
being understood by the things that are made, even His eternal power

and Godhead, so that they are without excuse”
Romans 1:20

As I finished ministering that day, I knew the Lord had passed a message across to His people; I 
could see they were superbly blessed. A senior minster was to speak after me. While sincerely 
appreciating my ministry, he remarked; "Pastor 'Demola has shared some deep stuff here 
today. You need to be at his realm to understand the dimension he's speaking from". Well, I saw 
this more as a challenge than a compliment.

Friend, God is not as complex as people have presented Him to be. The invisible things of God 
are clearly seen by the things that are made (Romans 1:20). God does not want to hide Himself 
from us; He wants to reveal Himself to us. Jesus came to bridge the gap between divinity and 
humanity (John 1:14). 

God is so wide that you cannot travel pass Him, yet so close that you cannot miss Him (Acts 
17:27-28). As Christians and ministers, we have not been called to reel out deep stuff but clear 
and simple stuff (1 Corinthians 14:7-9). "Deep" ministry only impresses people; it does not 
really transform them. They may end up shouting, "Wow! You're such a great man of God", but 
their lives may not significantly change. I have made up my mind to present the gospel as 
simple as possible (2 Corinthians 11:3). Everyone could relate with Jesus’ ministry (John 7:45-
47). Man of God, there's no point saying, "what I'm about to share, you cannot understand." 
Don't share it if you think people cannot understand. There is no more veil in Christ (2 
Corinthians 3:12-18).

The gospel is simple (2 Corinthians 11:3). Stop celebrating a ministry just because of its depth. 
Rather, ask yourself if you are being significantly changed. Dear man of God, your job is to 
present God to people in a way they would get Him. Stop playing around Hebrew, Greek, 
Aramaic and the likes, when people have not even grasp the English language. Ministry is not 
performance. Be simple enough to be understood yet profound enough to be a blessing (John 
7:45-47). Always approach God with a simple heart, not a complex heart. Don't come to God 
thinking He's too deep to grasp (Isaiah 55:8-9). Come simply and you would be amazed at your 
discovery and the attendant transformation (Psalms 103:7, 2 Corinthians 3:18).

Tuesday
th 26

I live in the reality of the simplicity of the gospel.

Lord, thank you for the gift of access to you. Thank you for
taking away the veil in Christ.

John 7:40-46, 2 Corinthians 11:1-4, Galatians 3:1-6
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WE ARE IN IT TOGETHER
Psalms 68:6

“God sets the solitary in families...”
Psalm 68:6

While he sat before me for a chat, I noticed he kept using the word, "your Church". I wanted 
to correct him but I had a restraint. Fast forward to a later time, his language changed to "our 
Church." He has started taking responsibility for our local Church family where God has 
planted him.

Friend, when God brings you to a local Church, He has not brought you to spectate but to 
participate. This is the beauty of the local Church family. It is a body, and every part has a 
significant role to play no matter how small it is or how hidden its location in the body 
(Romans 12:4-8, 1 Corinthians 12:12-27). You are supposed to be a part, a participant, and a 
partaker.

People’s commitment to a local Church varies. Normally, everybody begins with "that 
Church" prior to their joining a local Church family. Then it becomes, "this Church", when 
they start taking interest. When invited, they would still refer to it as "your Church" even 
though they now attend. When someone begins to say things like, "our Church, our pastor", I 
know they are beginning to get integrated. Quite sadly, majority of Church members remain 
at this level. Only very few people grow to a point where they can say, "my Church, my 
pastor". This is when the Church has now become a significant part of your life and schedule. 
Your heart beats for the Church and her assignment (2 Corinthians 11:28).

We all need to grow in commitment to the local Church family. The truth is, we are in it 
together. Just as the pastor has the calling to pastor the Church, the members also have the 
calling to 'member' the Church. Just as the pastor will give account of his pastoral 
assignment, you will also give an account of your membership (Romans 14:12). Church 
attendance is not based on sentiment, it is based on destiny. If God sets you in a local Church 
family, then you need to see yourself as accountable to God (Psalms 68:6). No pastor should 
beg you to come to Church. Stop giving excuses. See your absence as expensive to the 
economy of Heaven. Treat your participation as a sacred responsibility (1 Timothy 3:15).

Wednesday
th

 27

I choose to play my part in the assignment of the local Church.

Father, help me to discover my role and play my part in
the local Church.

Jeremiah 3:15, Matthew 16:16-18, Acts 4:33-37
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SHARE YOUR STORY
1 Samuel 17:32-37

“But David said to Saul, "Your servant used to keep his father's sheep,
and when a lion or a bear came and took a lamb out of the flock.”

1 Samuel 17:34

The other day, I heard someone remarked that if you keep mentioning the exploits you did on 
campus, then you are not making progress. While, I see what he said as an encouragement to 
press into greater things, I also see, in that statement, a subtle strategy of the devil to make 
people forget where they are coming from. 

Friend, your success is in your story. If you are quick to forget where you are coming from 
and how God has been faithful to you in the past, you would be running away from the 
Goliath that you should be running towards (1 Samuel 17:32-37). This was the secret of 
David. He knew where he was coming from. He recounted his past success with God. He 
remembered the strategy. He had learned the principle.

David knew that platforms and problems may change, but principles remain the same (1 
Samuel 17:37). What worked then would still work now if you know how to work it. What 
have you learnt in and with God? How have you faced previous financial challenges? How 
did you overcome obstacles in the past? This is a Kingdom of memorials. There must be 
some "Ebenezer Stones" in your journey of destiny that reminds you of pervious divine 
helps (1 Samuel 7:12). If God helped you then, He would sure help you now (Psalms 46:1). 
Don't discard old principles because of new problems.

God is a God of patterns (Exodus 25:9). What pattern has He established with you? What 
were your past experiences with Him like? Share your story. In your story lies your strength 
and confidence. In your story lies the tool to mesmerize the devil (Philippians 1:28). In your 
story lies your credibility. You need to have a reference point for you to be a reference. Don't 
be ashamed to share your story. If it worked in the prison, it would work in the palace 
(Genesis 41:16). If it worked in the desert, it would work in the city (1 Samuel 17:37). If it 
worked on campus, it would work outside campus. The problem is that people go through 
life without learning. Every blessing comes with a lesson; enjoy the blessing but learn the 
lesson. 

Thursday
th 28

Since God did it before, He would do it again.

I choose to rejoice over past success and I enjoy more of
God’s faithfulness in Jesus name.

Acts 26:19, 2 Timothy 1:5-7, 3:15, 2 Peter 1:16-19
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THE GOSPEL, THE PROMISE & THE BLESSING

Romans 1:16

For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ...
Romans 1:16

I have noticed that my children would not stop reminding me of what I told them I would do 
for them. If I promise to take them out on a certain day, I must be sure I would create that time 
to do so, else I would not rest. To them, "promise is a debt that must be paid.”

Friend, God has ordained a channel of releasing His blessings into your life. It is the channel 
of the gospel. The gospel contains the message of God to you, and inside the message are the 
promises that you can leverage for every blessing that you desire. Most times, people ask 
God for the blessing without understanding the gospel (Romans 1:16, 4:13, Galatians 3:18).

What the poor need is not handouts but the gospel (Matthew 11:5, Luke 4:18). It is the 
message of what Christ has done for them to permanently deliver them from poverty and to 
usher them into unending blessings (2 Corinthians 8:9). A lot of people come to Church 
looking for instant blessings without taking time to hear the gospel. The gospel is superior to 
the blessing. If you are not interested in the gospel, you cannot partake of the blessing (Luke 
5:15). If you are not interested in hearing about what Christ has done for your healing, you 
are not yet ready for healing and health. People lose their healings, because the gospel that 
should guide them in the exercise of their faith for healing and health, and preserve the same 
was not listened to.

When the gospel is correctly preached, people can access the profit that is theirs in God 
(Hebrews 4:2). This is the purpose of preaching and teaching (Acts 20:32, Romans 10:14-
17). While the gospel is God's message to man via Christ, the promise is God's message to 
you that is capable of releasing God's blessing to you. The gospel is general, but the promise 
is personal (Hebrews 6:13-14). You cannot have faith for what God has not promised 
(Numbers 23:19). When you receive the gospel, look for the promises that address your area 
of need (Hebrews 6:13-14). Don't live your life pursuing the blessing. Rather, receive the 
gospel, realize the promise and release your faith for its performance. All the promises of 
God in Christ are Yes and Amen (2 Corinthians 1:20)!

Friday
th

 29

I am a partaker of the blessing of the gospel.

Lord, open my eyes to see what is mine in Christ in
Jesus name.

Psalms 16:5-6, 1 Corinthians 2:9-10, 2 Peter 1:1-4
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“I'M NOT A BABY!"
Hebrews 5:11-14

“For though by this time you ought to be teachers, you need someone
to teach you again the first principles of the oracles of God;

and you have come to need milk and not solid food.”
Hebrews 5:12

I guess I've become used to calling our younger daughter a baby. So the other day, while 
praying and laying hands on them, I said, "Father, bless our baby...", but to my utter 
amazement, she revolted while in prayer, "I'm not a baby!" I tried to control my laughter. 
Then after the prayer, I told her, "stop behaving like a baby if you know you are not one."
Friend, are you still a baby? Are you comfortable being called or treated like a baby? Are 
you still at that point where someone has to do everything for you? Do you allow the 
privilege of babyhood to debar you from the responsibility and blessings of growth? You 
need to make the right decisions.

If God opens your eyes to see where you are supposed to be in destiny, you would quit 
behaving like a baby. Can you imagine someone who should be instructing and guiding 
others, but still needs to be taught and guided into what is right (Hebrews 5:12)? It aches 
the heart of God, just as it does every genuine parent. We can infer from scriptures that the 
maximum number of years that God has given every genuinely born again person to grow 
up is four years (Luke 13:7-8). God seems to be saying that if you pay attention to His 
dealings and provisions in the Kingdom you would not remain a baby beyond those 
number of years. 

What you are exposed to for the first 3 to 4 years of your salvation experience would 
determine the trajectory and the strength of your growth in the Kingdom. Quite sadly, a 
lot of people are not rightly exposed at this stage; they only go about playing truant 
around God and the things of destiny. If nothing is done urgently at this stage, such people 
might remain a burden for life. You need to know the marks of babyhood so you would 
not behave like one unknowingly (1 Corinthians 3:1-3). Some people are still holding on 
to feeding bottles when they ought to be cracking bones in destiny. While we are 
encouraged to remain child-like at every juncture of our walk with God, we are 
challenged to drop childish behaviours (1 Corinthians 13:11).

Saturday
th

 30

I put away childish things, I move unto maturity.

Father, deliver me from spiritual stagnancy; help me to
grow in life and destiny.

Luke 1:80, 2:40, 52, 1 Timothy 4:12, 2 Timothy 2:15
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WHAT ARE YOU LEANING ON?
Proverbs 3:5-8

“Trust in the LORD with all your heart, 
And lean not on your own understanding.”

Proverbs 3:5

As the mantle of leadership was handed over to me that year, the minister that spoke that 
day made a statement that stuck in me till date; "There are no experts in leadership. Every 
leadership platform is a learning experience." This truth is also valid in life generally.

Friend, God wants you to trust Him in all and with all. We tend to trust God in areas where 
we are insufficient but God wants us to also trust Him in areas where we seem sufficient. 
We must realize that our sufficiency is and must be in God (2 Corinthians 3:5). This is one 
of the secrets of getting God to work with you and for you (2 Chronicles 26:15-21).

What are you leaning on (Proverbs 3:5)? To lean means, to put your weight on something 
or someone. It means to rest assured that something or someone would not let you down. 
Don't lean on your understanding, skill, strength, wealth, connections etc. (Ecclesiastes 
9:11-12, Isaiah 30:1-7, 31:3). You would need to acquire strength, build wealth, get 
understanding, but you must not lean on them. What God is asking you is, "what are you 
leaning on?" God is not against the things we acquire on the human plane but He does not 
want those to be our confidence (Jeremiah 9:23-24). Paul did not throw his certificate into 
the garbage bin, but he did not lean on it (Philippians 3:8).

Successful people are not necessarily strong people; they are only submitted people (1 
Corinthians 15:8-10). If you are not careful, you are likely to fail in the areas where you 
are strong. The truth is, weak people fail as well as strong people but submitted people 
don't fail. These are people who have learnt to submit both their weakness and strength to 
God (2 Corinthians 12:9-10). Take your time to acquire relevant skill and anointing, build 
capacities, and leverage relationships. But never lean on those things (Ecclesiastes 9:11). 
God should be your leaning; His wisdom should be your guide and His Grace your 
sufficiency. You are truly strong when you consider yourself weak without God (2 
Corinthians 12:10).

Sunday
st 31

I put trust and confidence in God alone.

Lord, I do away with my personal smartness; I leverage
your grace, strength and wisdom.

Genesis 32:24-32, Psalms 18:28-35, Romans 9:15-16 
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BACKSLIDERS & BACKSLIDING (1)
Hebrews 3:12-15

“Beware, brethren, lest there be in any of you an
evil heart of unbelief in departing from the living God.”

Hebrews 3:12

The pandemic and lockdown really dealt a great blow on a lot of people. I came across 
quite a number of people who admitted that they hadn't stepped into Church for a number 
of months. Some are still struggling to get back on their feet spiritual even after the 
lockdown is over. 

Friend, backsliding is not only about committing sin or renouncing your followership of 
Jesus. It is simply missing steps with God. Most times, the point at which we think 
someone has backslidden is only the point at which the fruit of the backsliding is now full 
grown and blown. You need to check the signs of backsliding before you eventually 
become a victim of the same (Luke 22:31-32).

Backsliding starts from the heart. I wonder why God would call such a heart an evil heart 
(Hebrews 3:12). It is not until a man commits sins of murder, fornication, stealing etc. that 
he has done evil. God begins to judge the evil in your life from your heart (Isaiah 14:12-
13). What you are "saying" in your heart will soon reflect in your acts; it's only a matter of 
time. The heart of the matter is always a matter of the heart (Proverbs 4:23). With God, 
our hearts sound louder than our acts. When your heart begins to contemplate or doubt the 
faithfulness of God, backsliding is setting in (Hebrews 3:12).

An evil heart of unbelief is the breeding ground for backsliding. When you start to 
become double minded as to what you used to know and believe in God, backsliding has 
started setting it. You gradually depart from the living God (Hebrews 3:12). Don't allow 
the devil to play with your mind and emotions causing you to doubt what you once 
believed. This is a dangerous place to be (James 1:8). It is more serious than you think; it 
is actually a bewitchment (Galatians 3:1-3). It is a satanic attack on your conviction and 
commitment to the living God. You need to stay connected to Kingdom relationships for 
encouragements and supports (Hebrews 3:13, 10:25).

Monday
st 1

My heart is steadfast and in alignment with God.

Father, purge me of every negative thought affecting my
walk with you in Jesus name.

2 Chronicles 26:14-16, Psalms 139:23-24, Hebrews 12:12-13
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BACKSLIDERS & BACKSLIDING (2)
Joshua 13:1

“Now Joshua was old, advanced in years. And the LORD
said to him: "You are old, advanced in years, and there

remains very much land yet to be possessed.”
Joshua 13:1

I was in a meeting few years ago when a dear man of God made a statement that stuck in me. 
He said, "You can have the destiny of a time bomb while manifesting as a knockout." That 
statement explains the experiences of a lot of people today. They have backslidden as far as 
destiny is concerned.

Friend, backsliding is not sudden. It is a gradual process that you have got to take note of 
before it becomes full blown and too late. Destiny is a journey, not just a destination. It is a 
walk with the Lord. It is a continuum. We need to be sure we are in step with the Lord per 
time. This is why it is possible that you have missed steps with God even if you seem to be 
making progress (1 Peter 2:21). 

Abraham had missed step with God. It was thirteen years of stagnancy in destiny with the 
attendant divine silence (Genesis 16:16, 17:1). His destiny was on pause. Abraham had gone 
ahead of God thinking he could fulfil divine promise by human effort (Genesis 16:3-4). We 
all need adjustments and alignments per time if we would be accurate in following God and 
fulfilling destiny. The very nature of our call and the challenges of the days we are in would 
not make accuracy to be automatic. A lot of people who have missed step with God don't 
even know it until the Lord opened their eyes to see. What about you? Are you where you are 
supposed to be in God and in destiny?

Joshua thought he was okay until the Lord gave His report about him (Joshua 13:1). It is 
possible to think that you have arrived when God says you have not even started. You must 
not measure your life by another man's journey. Our assignments are unique and our 
journeys are peculiar to us (Romans 14:4). When God referred to the "sole of your foot", He 
implied running, not a catwalk (Joshua 1:3). You don't walk with the sole of your foot; you 
run with it. What instructions have you been given since the year began? What did God show 
or tell you when you began your Christian journey? Are you running or just on a catwalk? 
Are you still in step with God? Don't you think you need some catch ups?

Tuesday
nd

 2

I keep in step with God and His purpose for my life.

Lord, open my eyes to see where I am regarding your purpose
for my life and help me to be in alignment in Jesus name.

Acts 26:19, 2 Corinthians 13:5-9, Philippians 3:10-14
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GROW UP, DON'T JUMP UP!
2 Chronicles 27:6

“So Jotham became mighty, because he prepared
his ways before the LORD his God.”

2 Chronicles 27:6

While celebrating my older daughter's birthday that day, the younger sister said something 
that got me laughing. She said; "Daddy, I will jump to 7 years and then to 8 years, 10 years 
etc." I told her, "You don't jump up, you grow up. When you jump up, you come down. But 
when you grow up, you stay up!”

Friend, you don't jump up, you grow up. When you jump up, you come down but when you 
grow up, you stay up. Don't jump up! Grow up! Life is in phases and men are in sizes. 
Growth is the key to becoming great and sustaining greatness. Don't fake it to make it. 
Rather, go through the process and pay the required prices for the greatness you desire 
(Matthew 20:20-23).

One of the reasons for going through process is the development of capacity and character 
required to sustained heights. Most times, when you see people who crash at the top, it is not 
as much a demonic problem as it is a capacity and/or character problem (Proverbs 24:10). 
This is why growth is important. This is why you need to be patient and consistent enough to 
go through the process. What you are going through now would determine where you are 
going to and what you would do when you get there. A lot of people are in a hurry going 
nowhere to do nothing. The time you invest in building capacity for future relevance is not a 
time wasted but a time invested. You cannot withdraw in your tomorrow what you did not 
invest today (Genesis 8:22).

You cannot fulfil destiny on credit. You have got to pay the price upfront (Luke 12:49-50, 
Philippians 3:14). After discovering where you are meant to be, the next thing to do is to go 
through the process and pay the prices. It is not going to be easy but it would be possible and 
worth it. Has God called you into pulpit ministry? Don't jump up, grow up! Have you caught 
a huge vision for business? Take your time to grow into that vision. Let the vision make you. 
"The future does not belong to the man doing it quick but to the man doing it right." God does 
not celebrate smartness but rightness. Don't boycott process. Be thoroughly bred and baked 
for your future of greatness (Hosea 7:8). 

Wednesday
rd 3

I am committed to personal growth and development.

Father, create in me the hunger and passion for growth;
I refuse to boycott process in Jesus name.

1 Corinthians 13:11, 2 Timothy 3:15-16, Hebrews 5:12-14
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“HOW CAN DADDY BE TAKING SWEET?"

Proverbs 31:1-5

It is not for kings, O Lemuel, It is not for kings to drink wine,
Nor for princes intoxicating drink.

Proverbs 31:4

I observed that wraps of sweets were flying all around the house. My beautiful ones were 
dutifully engaged with them as usual. So, I asked; "Where is my own sweet?" "How can 
Daddy be taking sweet" was the disappointing response I got. Well, I had to mind my 
business.

Friend, there are times we don't even know what is expected or required of us that only those 
who are discerning around us know. This is why you need to surround yourself with the right 
people. As much as you would need voices of encouragements in your life, you would also 
need voices of caution (Ecclesiastes 10:10).

While you would need some motivations to make progress in life, you would also need some 
balance so you won't crash without knowing. The scripture is what supplies balance; it 
contains both motivation and caution if you are rightly exposed to it (2 Timothy 3:15-17). 
Don't only take some portions of scriptures and run with them while neglecting others (2 
Timothy 3:16)  A lot has been said about the "Proverbs 31 Woman", but there is also the 
"Proverbs 31 Man"; one is a woman of virtue, the other is a man of valour, and what makes 
both of them are instructions (Proverbs 31:1-10). You cannot be better than who is instructing 
you. You cannot rise higher than your attention to details and instructions (Proverbs 1:8, 
Ecclesiastes 10:15). 

Kings rule by decrees but they last by instructions (Proverbs 31:1). Men need mentors if they 
would fulfil divine mandate. Mentors are not sponsors; they are guides, enablers and 
stabilizers. No matter where you get to in life, there must be someone who can call you to 
order; there must be someone in your life who should be able to call you by your first name 
(Esther 4:12-14). As you grow in destiny, you would begin to realize that some things are not 
necessarily sinful; they are not just needful for you (1 Corinthians 6:12, 10:23). If you always 
ask, "But is it a sin?" it means you are still a child as far as destiny is concerned (Hebrews 
5:11-14). Wisdom and maturity would teach you to stay away from some practises and 
activities if you would last and fulfil your destiny (Proverbs 31:3-5, 1 Corinthians 9:24-27).

Thursday
th

 4

I am a disciple; I live a life of discipline.

Lord, help me to do away with every habits and practices that
want to truncate my destiny in Jesus name.

Judges 16:1-5, 1 Corinthians 13:11, 1 Peter 2:1-5 
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PROFITING WITH PROPHECIES
1Timothy 1:18

“This charge I commit to you, son Timothy, according
to the prophecies previously made concerning you,

that by them you may wage the good warfare.”
1 Timothy 1:18

He sat in my office that day with a small writing pad. I saw him reeling out specific 
prophetic words we had in Church with accurate dates. He also outlined the steps he took 
over each one with the attendant results and testimonies. I felt fulfilled as a pastor. He has 
learnt to profit with prophecies.

Friend, prophecies are given us to profit with. Without prophecies you do not have a 
future. While Truth is where God has been, Anointing is where God is, and Prophecy is 
where God is going. Prophecies point the direction of your future and fast track your 
arrival in the same (2 Peter 1:19).

Quite sadly, not too many people know how to handle prophecies. A lot of people despise 
prophecies and prophesying; this is against the scripture (1 Thessalonians 5:20). When 
you despise prophecies you are actually rejecting your future of greatness without 
knowing. The Bible is a book of prophecies. There are so many "It shall come to pass" that 
became, "And it came to pass" in the Bible. Don't be casual with prophecies (1Timothy 
1:18). The devil knows the impact and implication of prophecies than most believers 
(Mark 4:15, John 10:10). What you don't value, you cannot profit from. 

What has God spoken concerning your life? Are you taking notes of them and working 
with them? Have you wondered why John, the Revelator, was asked to write down 
prophecies (Revelation 1:11)? Writing helps us to prepare and position ourselves for the 
future. God would not speak to careless people; He wants to be sure that you can trap what 
He's saying through writing and documentation (Matthew 7:6). Prophecies don't fulfil 
themselves; there is a part you are meant to play. You have to pray them to manifestation (1 
Timothy 1:18). You are to take corresponding actions in line of prophecies (Acts 1:16-26). 
As we move to the 2nd half of the year, be a student of prophecies (Acts 3:25). Write them 
down, War with them and Work with them. May this be a season of profiting for you! 
Amen!

Friday
th 5

I am a student of prophecies; I profit with them.

Father, let every prophecy concerning my life and destiny
come to fulfilment in Jesus name.

Zechariah 1:17-21, Luke 4:16-21, Hebrews 10:5-10
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WHOSE STRENGTH ARE YOU USING?

Isaiah 40:28-31

“But those who wait on the LORD shall renew their strength;
they shall mount up with wings like eagles, they shall
run and not be weary, they shall walk and not faint.”

Isaiah 40:31

Back then in the village, a young man was told by his father to be careful anytime he sees an old 
man going to the farm early in the morning. According to the father, "the old man must not touch 
you on his way to the farm. If he does, something strange would happen". The father went on to 
explain, "You would suddenly discover that you are weak all through the day." 

In that village, old men use charm on young people and transfer strength from them to go use on 
the farm. So they can work on the farm as long as they want, come back home looking fresh 
while their victims would be unexplainably weak. The lesson from this story is worth paying 
attention to today.

Friend, life is spiritual. Things are not normal even in seemingly normal settings. You must not 
be ignorant (1 Corinthians 12:1). In Mathematics, two plus two equals four, but not in real life. 
In life, two plus two is either greater than or less than four depending on the force(s) that are 
working for or against a man.

 When we wait on God, we renew or exchange our strength (Isaiah 40:31). This is the beauty of 
life in the Kingdom. We can simply exchange our strength (and weakness) for the strength of 
the omnipotent God. Whose strength are you using? Wise people don't use their strength. Like 
the old men in our opening story; the people of this world seem to be wiser than the children of 
light (Luke 16:8). They know how to deal in life. They have learnt to leverage superior power 
and intelligence. 

It is dangerous at these times to not leverage the power of the Holy Spirit (Isaiah 40:28-31). It is 
dangerous to do business only with what you are taught in business school. It is dangerous to do 
Church only with what you read in books. The place of prayers (particularly when combined 
with fasting) is the place of beautiful exchange; you exchange your weakness for God's 
strength, your fear for faith, and your confusion for divine direction (2 Corinthians 12:9). Don't 
run alone this season, tap into the divine; leverage God's Grace. You will succeed!

Saturday
th

 6

I tap into the omnipotence of God today and always.

Lord, I exchange my weakness for your strength; I will not
faint, be tired or wearied in Jesus name.

Psalms 18:28-39, Isaiah 11:1-3, 1 John 2:13-14
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WOMEN ARE NOT WEAK
1 Peter 3:7

“Husbands, likewise, dwell with them with understanding,
giving honor to the wife, as to the weaker vessel...”

1 Peter 3:7 

I looked at my wife that day, and I wondered; "Where does she get all these energies 
from?" The week has been quite hectic for us in ministry and she still had to juggle her 
secular work with family demands. Then I came to a conclusion that, women are not weak.

Friend, women are not weak or inferior vessels as some people think; they are simply 
“delicate vessels” (1 Peter 3:7). I once used the glass pulpit in our Church to explain the 
scripture. That glass pulpit is quite heavy that it sometimes needs about three people to 
carry it. Yet, it is "weak". It is delicate, fragile and expensive, and as such must be handled 
with care. This is how God wants us to see women in our lives; your wife, daughter, sister 
etc.
 
Women are not weak; they are only to be handled with care. The instruction to the man is to 
deal with women according to knowledge (1 Peter 3:7). Yet, many men do not heed this 
instruction. If you don't know the capacity in a woman, you are bound to misuse or abuse 
her. The woman is so strong that God made her a help suitable for the man (Genesis 2:18). 
Your helper cannot be weak; such a person must be stronger than you. When I tell folks 
that women are stronger than men (if we are allowed to compare, anyway), they look at me 
somehow. But this is true, looking at their roles and assignment in the life of men, and 
looking at what an average woman goes through (Proverbs 31:10-31). 

Most women can survive without a man, but most men cannot survive without a woman 
(Luke 2:36-37). Dear man; recognize, appreciate and unlock the strength in your woman. 
It takes a stronger man to marry a strong woman. A woman's strength needs to be 
channelled properly. She can either be given to gossip or the gospel, murmuring or 
intercession, building or destroying, depending who is channelling her strength (Proverbs 
14:1, 31:23). Dear woman, never believe that you are weak. Stop looking for gender 
equality, rather celebrate your unique difference and make your mark in life.

Sunday
th 7

I recognize, celebrate and maximizing the strength in women.

Father, help me to see women the way you want me to see
them and help me to relate properly with them in Jesus name

Malachi 2:14-16, 1 Samuel 25:1-31, Luke 8:1-3
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THINGS THAT ACCOMPANY SALVATION

Hebrews 6:9

But, beloved, we are confident of better things concerning you,
yes, things that accompany salvation, though we speak in this manner.

Hebrews 6:9

I once heard the story of a man onboard an airplane. I guess it was an all-expense-paid trip, 
with a first class ticket or so. As expected, snacks and other stuff were shared inside the 
airplane. But this man would always give a nod that he was not interested. This continued 
all through the trip. 

As they were about alighting, someone seated close to him summoned the courage to ask 
him; "Sir, why were you not taking stuff all through the trip, were you fasting or what?" He 
responded, "I cannot afford those things, I don't have money." The man exclaimed; "They 
are all free! They are part of the ticket for the flight!" It was too late.

Friend, salvation is an all-expense-paid trip with God into destiny. It was fully paid for by 
the blood of Jesus Christ shed on the cross (Ephesians 1:7, 13-14). Simply put, there are 
things that accompany salvation (Hebrews 6:9). There are things Jesus Christ has paid for 
by redemption that are now yours by faith in Him. You need to realize this before it is too 
late.

There are better things that accompany salvation (Hebrews 6:9). They are better than your 
past, better than what the world can offer you, better than what your human effort can give 
you, better than what the enemy is enticing you with (Revelation 5:12). Stop cheapening 
redemption! Perhaps, the reason a lot of people miss out of the things that accompany 
salvation is lack of correct teaching (Acts 20:32). Ignorance has killed more people than 
the devil has (Isaiah 5:13, Hosea 4:6). You need to locate the right local Church so you can 
step into your inheritance in destiny (Psalms 23:2, 68:6, Jeremiah 3:15). 
A lot of people have not even maximized the blessedness of salvation let alone other "deep 
stuff". There are wells of salvation that answer to specific needs in your life (Isaiah 12:3). 
You need to go through the scriptures daily to draw out what is yours in Christ; health, 
prosperity, dominion, glory etc. Salvation is loaded but you need to unpack the package 
for your profiting (1 Timothy 4:8).

Monday
th 8

I maximize the full benefits of salvation today and always.

Lord, I appropriate all the blessings that are mine through
salvation in Jesus name.

Ephesians 1:3, 2 Corinthians 1:20, 2 Peter 1:1-4
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SUCCESS IS PREDICTABLE
Proverbs 22:29

“Do you see a man who excels in his work? He will stand
before kings; He will not stand before unknown men.”

Proverbs 22:29

A dear senior friend came visiting us in Church the other day. After all the facilitations and 
encouragements, he said these words to our congregation; “I've known your pastor since 
campus days. He has not changed. He has remained consistent. So I'm not surprised at 
what is happening today.”

Friend, success is predictable and repeatable. Success for you should not be a struggle; it 
should be your normal. You have been designed to succeed but you need to know how to 
walk the path of success. Success here means becoming what God has ordained you to 
become. It is achieving the highest level of greatness available for you in God (Philippians 
3:12-14).

One of the wonders that the angels cannot seem to understand is how a child of God fails. 
Success for a child of God is not a miracle, failure is the real miracle. You have been 
destined and designed to succeed. But you need to know how to put the right structures 
around your life so that you can manifest success (Proverbs 22:29). Structuring your life 
for success means that you would not live your life by chance but intentionality. This 
comes by obeying instructions and living by the right principles. Instructions are what 
build "inside-structures" in you. It is what is inside you that helps you to be in command of 
what is outside (2 Timothy 1:6-7). 

Principles make success predictable and repeatable. They make you to be in control of 
your outcomes. You should not wait until success happens before you know that you are 
success bound just as a farmer is never surprised or in doubt of his harvest; he's working 
with a principle that is valid and viable (Genesis 8:22, James 5:7). Consistency is the key 
to success. Not too many people are consistent with their lives and what they do. People 
lack commitment and consistency because they lack conviction (1 Corinthians 9:26, 2 
Timothy 1:12). Once you know where you are headed, then you need to make up your 
mind to stay on course.

Tuesday
th

 9

My life is fixed. My life is working. I am designed to succeed.

Father, help me to structure my life for success and
greatness in Jesus name.

2 Chronicles 27:6, 1 Timothy 4:13-15, 2 Peter 1:10
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RECEIVING YOUR MAN OF GOD
2 Kings 4:8-11

“And she said to her husband, "Look now, I perceive that
this is a holy man of God, who passes by us regularly.”

2 Kings 4:9

I poured out my heart to bless that congregation. I was properly received. The pastor himself 
introduced me as his mentor. He said a lot about God in me that caused the atmosphere to get 
charged with honour and high expectations. The result was a highly impactful and 
testimony-full ministration.

Friend, men of God are carriers of Grace. They are suppliers of answers and distributors of 
solutions. When God wants to change your life, He shortens the distance between you and 
His servant (2 Kings 4:8). Be careful when there is too much gap between you and your man 
of God. The difference between people is their connection with the anointing and the 
anointed.

Not too many people can perceive Grace when it walks across their paths (2 Kings 4:9). The 
mystery of the Kingdom is that most carriers of Grace would not look like it so you need 
some level of perception to recognize such (2 Corinthians 5:16). You need God to open your 
eyes to see beyond the physical. If you cannot handle the physical side of your man of God 
correctly, you cannot partake of his spiritual blessings (Mark 6:3). The humanity of a man of 
God is the test you have to pass in order to partake of his divinity. Most people would not 
have problem if someone they do not know is anointed; but they would if it's someone they 
used to know; their sibling, childhood friend, husband, pastor etc (Mark 6:4).

You need to receive the person that God specifically sends to you as your man of God (2 
Kings 2:3). Not everybody is sent to you, but you must never generalize the Grace that God 
sends to you specifically (Matthew 15:24, Luke 4:25-26). The sons of the prophet saw Elijah 
as Elisha's man of God, not theirs, little wonder that they did not carry the double portion like 
Elisha (2 Kings 2:12). Familiarity is a sin against the anointing that you must avoid like a 
plague. The more God brings you closer to an anointed man the more you need to pray that 
God should help you not to be familiar with him or what he carries. This is why most pastors 
bless outsiders more than their own congregation (Mark 6:1-6). Make up your mind to 
perceive, receive and honour your man of God correctly, and it shall be well with you.

Wednesday
th

 10

I refuse to walk in familiarity towards the anointing and the
anointed.

Lord, forgive me of the sin of familiarity; help me to see your
servants for who they are in Jesus name.

2 Kings 1:6-15, 2 Chronicles 20:20, Hebrews 7:6-7
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BE PROACTIVE
Proverbs 22:3

“A prudent man foresees evil and hides himself,
But the simple pass on and are punished.”

Proverbs 22:3

The stock market crash that year left many in serious financial crises. Till today, many 
people are yet to recover from it. It came sudden. But he received an instruction from the 
Lord just a day before the crash; God told him to sell all his shares. It looked stupid, but it 
prevented him from the crash. He was proactive.

Friend, one of the advantages of a life of wisdom is the advantage of being proactive. 
Rather than being proactive, a lot of people are just reactive. While to be reactive means to 
act after the event, to be proactive means to act before the event. It is to see ahead and take 
relevant steps so that you would not be a victim of the times.

A simple person is someone who is naive. It is someone who is ignorant or foolish. We can 
infer from this scripture that most times, the problem is not the evil but the absence of 
wisdom (Proverbs 22:3). While the people of the world are wiser after the event, kingdom 
people are wiser before the event. They live by the answer. That is what it means to be 
proactive. The Holy Spirit has not only been given to make you speak in tongues, He has 
also been given to make you proactive. One of His assignments is to show you things to 
come (John 16:13).

To be proactive, you need to have foresight. You need to see ahead before others and 
before events. This was what Joseph leveraged in Egypt that made him a Prime Minister. 
Everyone experienced the famine in Egypt but foresight made Joseph and Pharaoh to 
"hide" themselves. They prepared for the seven years of famine during the seven years of 
abundance (Genesis 41:34-49). Foresight would do the same for you. To have foresight, 
you must be a student of history and a student of prophecies. While history tells you about 
the past, prophecy tells you about the future. Natural men can only know the past (history) 
via study, Kingdom people have the advantage of not only knowing the past, but also 
knowing the future, via the operation of God's Spirit (Daniel 9:1-2, 1 Corinthians 2:6-16).

Thursday
th 11

I live by the answer; I am wiser before the event.

Father, I refuse to be a victim of naivety in Jesus name.

Proverbs 31:15-19, Esther 4:14, Matthew 25:1-13
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HANDLING BETRAYALS BIBLICALLY (3)

Hebrews 12:2

“Looking unto Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith...”
Hebrews 12:2

I learnt a lesson early in my walk with the Lord and ministry engagement. The lesson is this: 
Don't make anyone or anything your trust. If you do, the Lord will take that person or thing 
away and you would be disappointed. While I need people in ministry, I've learnt not to build 
my ministry or hope around anyone.

Friend, one of the consecrations that you must have as a man of destiny is the consecration to 
be focused on the calling and the Caller (1 Thessalonians 5:24). More often than not, we feel 
the pain of betrayals when we are too fixated on people and things, and not on the Lord. Don't 
build your life around any man.

Our calling and commission require that we constantly look unto Jesus, not unto any man or 
anything (Hebrews 12:2). It is easy to build your confidence and comfort around people 
particularly those who have been with you for a while. If you must fulfil your destiny, God 
would have to severe you from such ties. God uses betrayals to shift our focus from people to 
Him. Your trusted associates might leave you. The biggest financier of your ministry might 
leave you. That trusted friend would suddenly back out. Sometimes, the person to whom you 
have put your hope in business would suddenly turn against you. As a lady, the guy you have 
called, "your life", would leave you. In all of these, God is teaching you to remain focused on 
Him and Him alone.

Paul learnt his lesson when “all men forsook him” (2 Timothy 4:16-17). Don’t be overly 
dependent on people, no matter the closeness or loyalty. Stop planning your future around 
people, but around God. Appreciate, treasure and enjoy the gift of men, but never put your 
hope in them. Before Abraham and Isaac could enter their prophetic destinies, God had to 
cut their emotional attachments (Genesis 22:1-19). The love of Isaac had replaced the love 
of God in Abraham. Isaac trusted Abraham more than God. With Abraham, Isaac thought his 
future was secured. But after the mount Moriah experience, Isaac could no longer trust 
Abraham, and Abraham had let go of Isaac in his heart. God had become the focus of both of 
them.

Friday
th 12

I make Jesus my life and focus, daily.

Lord, severe me from whatever is taking your place in my
heart and life in Jesus name.

Psalms 55:12-14, John 6:66-71, 2 Timothy 4:9-11
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HANDLING BETRAYALS BIBLICALLY (4)

Luke 6:28

“Bless those who curse you,
and pray for those who spitefully use you.”

Luke 6:28

A dear man of God in our nation was betrayed by another minister in the same town. It was 
very painful. Afterwards, the betrayer came with an invitation for him to speak at his meeting. 
According to the man of God, "I felt like bringing out a gun and shooting him." But the Holy 
Spirit told him, "take the invite and go minister for him.”

Friend, one of the things you must avoid in your season of betrayal is to begin to "fight" your 
betrayer. The betrayer is not as important as the betrayal. The devil could have used someone 
else. I learnt early in life that while some people are outright agents of the devil, most people 
are just opportunity of the devil. The devil only borrowed them to use (Luke 22:3, Ephesians 
4:27).

Sincerely, most betrayers are good (or well intentioned) people; it is only that they are victims 
of ignorance and deception. This was why Jesus prayed, "Father, forgive them; for they know 
not what they do" (Luke 23:34). Even the betrayer does not know that he does not know what 
he's doing (1 Corinthians 2:8). It's still ignorance. The weapons of our warfare are not carnal 
(2 Corinthians 10:3-4). The moment you start focusing on the betrayer, you are beginning to 
lose the battle; and that is what the devil wants. He wants you to focus on the betrayer, not the 
spirit behind the betrayal. He wants you to start joining issues with people. He wants you to 
shift the battle from the spiritual to the physical where he knows you would fail cheaply.

One of the signs that you have been healed of the hurts of betrayal is that you no longer see the 
betrayer as an enemy. You begin to pray for the betrayer and wish him or her well (Luke 6:28). 
You begin to sincerely and intentionally bless them (Matthew 5:44, Romans 12:18-21, 2 
Timothy 4:16). Perhaps, one of the goals of betrayals is to make you direct your energy on the 
person of the betrayer or the event of the betrayal. If you continue to focus on the betrayal or 
the betrayer, you are already stuck in destiny. Don't let your thoughts, conversations, actions 
or inactions be directed to or influence by the betrayer. Don't even try to prove to him that you 
can do without him. Rather, focus on God, face your calling and fulfil your destiny. 

Saturday
th 13

I walk in love towards those who hurt or betray me.

Father, purge me of hatred, hurt and offences; let your love
flood my heart in Jesus name.

Genesis 14:14-16, Matthew 6:9-15, Ephesians 4:32
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HANDLING THE PRACTICAL SIDE OF YOUR LIFE PROPHETICALLY

Numbers 11:29

“...Oh, that all the LORD's people were prophets and
that the LORD would put His Spirit upon them!"

Numbers 11:29

A pastor told one of his Church members to sack his driver. It was a word from the Lord. The 
Church member argued, "Sir, he has not done anything wrong, why should I sack him?" He 
continued in disobedience. The result was an accident with the same driver that claimed the 
life of the wife of this Church member. He did not live the practical side of his life 
prophetically.

Friend, life is spiritual even though it is lived practically. A lot of people confuse being 
practical with being unspiritual. God actually wants us to be spiritually practical and 
practically spiritual. He wants us to live the practical side of our lives prophetically.

We are not all going to be prophets in the order of the five-fold ministry offices, but we are all 
expected to be prophetic (Numbers 11:29). To be prophetic means to have an eye into the 
spirit, to have an understanding into spiritual operation and to superimpose it on our 
practical everyday life. Rather than waiting for some special moments to tap into the 
prophetic side of things, we are supposed to live in this reality in normal everyday life. That 
is what makes you manifest as a true child of God (John 3:8, Romans 8:14). Just as there are 
physical senses, there are spiritual senses that need to be activated, developed and exercised 
for daily profiting (1 Corinthians 2:7).

The secret of the success of king Uzziah was that he maximized the prophetic (2 Chronicles 
26:5). To lead successfully in life; business, career, marriage etc., you need to take 
advantage of prophetic flow within and around you. Smart people carry the prophets along 
(2 Kings 6:1-7). You don't need the prophetic to do something physical for you but you need 
it to succeed at what you do practically (Ezra 5:2). Moses did not hold the sword but his input 
is needed if Joshua would succeed on the battlefield (Exodus 17:9-14). Awaken the 
prophetic side of your life and achieve unusual results (Ezra 6:14).

Sunday
th 14

I awake to the prophetic side of my life and destiny.

Lord, deliver me from every form of dullness and
insensitivity in Jesus name.

Daniel 2:16-23, John 6:6, 1 John 2:20, 27
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UNLOCKING DIVINE PROVISIONS (1)

Deuteronomy 8:18
"And you shall remember the LORD your God, for it is He

who gives you power to get wealth, that He may establish His
covenant which He swore to your fathers, as it is this day.”

Deuteronomy 8:18

A young man was instructed by God to give his entire salary as a seed for the next 12 
months. The instruction, though looked crazy and difficult, was clear enough to be 
understood. He obeyed. After 6 months, someone called him that he was instructed by God 
to buy him a house. He has learnt to unlock divine provisions.

Friend, divine provision is real. You can live life looking for provisions or you live life 
looking for God and enjoying His provisions (Matthew 6:33). The truth is, your life or 
destiny is too big to be funded by you. You are a divine project, your contractor is God; He 
plans to fund you. There is a scriptural way to enjoy divine supply and surplus.

God is the provider of wealth. Human beings are mere channels (Deuteronomy 8:18). Your 
salary is not your source; God is your source. If you only live by your salary then you are 
currently living lesser than God planned, no matter how big it is. Finance is a battle. Money 
is spiritual. Get ready for satanic battles against your prophecy of financial abundance 
((Zechariah 1:17-21). This is why people often wonder why their financial life seems under 
attack shortly after a prophetic encounter (1 Timothy 1:18). The good news is that the 
prophecy is powerful enough to handle the devil if only you know how to work it.

God blesses His people by placing demands on them (1 Kings 17:7-16). You can tell your 
financial future by your response to divine demands coming your way today. God is 
looking for channels of His blessings, not destinations of His blessings. If God cannot pass 
it through you, He cannot pass it to you. God wants to make you a blessing (Genesis 12:2). 
Money is a tool for kingdom advancement (1 Timothy 6:17-19). The devil prefers to have 
you healthy than wealthy because money in the hands of a well taught believer will do 
serious damage to hell (3 John 1:2). The purpose of comfort is purpose; divine consignment 
is for divine assignment. The more God elevates you, the more He wants His Kingdom to 
advance through it (Psalms 75:6).

Monday
th

 15

I walk in correct understanding of kingdom wealth and provisions.

Father, show me the way to kingdom wealth and help me to
unlock divine provisions in Jesus name.

Psalms 23:1-6, Luke 6:38, Acts 20:35
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UNLOCKING DIVINE PROVISIONS (2)

Psalms 23:1

The LORD is my shepherd; I shall not want.
Psalm 23:1

A woman of God was invited to speak at a convention. While in prayers, the Lord spoke to her; 
"There is a widow in that Church who wept the previous night because her plantains got stuck 
and burnt in the fry pot. Take up some non-sticky fry pans and give to her at the program". She 
obeyed God and met it just as it was told her.

Friend, God remains the true source of provisions; human beings are mere channels. If you 
confuse channels for the source you would only be chasing shadows. People who would enjoy 
divine provisions must make God their pursuit. You need to be careful who or what you put 
your hope in because God may take that person or thing away in order to redirect your focus on 
Him (Psalms 16:5-6). 

Perhaps, there are some "Brooks" in your life that have dried up; the job is no longer there, the 
business is not booming as it used to, or may be the uncle, friend, Boss etc. who promised you 
stuff are no longer available or faithful to their words (1 Kings 17:7). You need to know that God 
is still on the throne. He is the owner of the cattle on a thousand hills; focus on Him, not on the 
hills (Psalms 50:10, 121:1-2). Divine provisions and divine leading go hand in hand (Isaiah 
48:21). You need divine leading for every detail of your life; not just for marriage or ministry. If 
Elijah must be sustained after the Brook dried up, his ears must be opened to God to know what 
and where next (1 Kings 17:7-10). Rather than running helter-skelter looking for what is not 
lost, led God lead you.

The first assignment of a shepherd in the life of a sheep is not feeding but leading. It is the sheep 
that is led that would be fed. God knows where the green pastures are (Psalms 23:1-2). God 
knows the business that would unlock your destiny of wealth. He knows the job that has a future 
for you. God knows the relationship that you can leverage for sustenance this season. Perhaps, 
you have carried "bottles" of provisions since the year began and it could only take you thus far; 
you don't know where the next provision would come from (Genesis 21:5). Like Hagar, you are 
already weeping and getting worried (Genesis 21:16-19). Lift up your eyes and see! Jireh is 
your God (Genesis 22:13-14)! Stop crying over the bottle of water that is finished.

Tuesday
th

 16

I serve the all-sufficient God; I walk in the reality of divine
provisions.

Lord, lead me to where your provision is for my life and
destiny in Jesus name.

Psalms 34:10, 37:25-26, Matthew 17:24-27, Philippians 4:19
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WHOSE PERFUME ARE YOU WEARING?

Acts 4:13
“Now when they saw the boldness of Peter and John, and perceived

that they were uneducated and untrained men, they marvelled.
And they realized that they had been with Jesus.”

Acts 4:13

When our second daughter was much younger, she would have some sisters in Church carry her 
during services. Occasionally, I would ask her mum; "Who carried my daughter the longest in 
service today?" When she replies me, I would say; "No wonder, she smells like the person that 
carried her, she's wearing her perfume".

Friend, whose perfume are you wearing? Relationships would not leave you the same; there's 
always a rub off, it's only a matter of time. Don't claim you are going to Heaven when your best 
friends are on their way to hell. A sinner whose best of friends are saints has the more likelihood 
to make it to Heaven than a saint whose best of friends are sinners (Psalms 1:1-3, 1 Corinthians 
15:33).

Your manifestation is a reflection of your intimacy. The disciples of Jesus got so intimate with 
Him that His life rubbed off on them (Acts 4:13). Intimacy would determine your direction, 
accuracy, speed and power. Intimacy requires time; you cannot get God in a hurry just the way 
you don't get drunk by only taking a sip of Alcohol. Intimacy determines impregnation; if you 
are intimate with the wrong person or thing, you would carry the wrong pregnancy or vision 
(Luke 1:35). What some people call vision today is what they got from the television, not in the 
place of intimacy with God. Don't spend your whole life running the race that God has not 
chosen for you (Philippians 3:10-14).

It is not enough to claim that you have a relationship with God through Jesus Christ; you must 
fellowship with Him so you can get into intimacy (1 John 1:1-3). The deeper the intimacy the 
easier it is to pick signals (Romans 8:14). Stop running around looking for what you can only 
get in your closet with God. Thank God for powerful conferences and programs, but none of 
these can replace personal intimacy."Stay-bility" is the price for intimacy. If you are not ready 
to stay with God, you cannot get what He has for you (Exodus 24:12). Don't go to God looking 
for what to preach or share on social media. Don't go to God to get things; go to God to get God. 
It is your connection that would determine your collection. Do away with haste (Isaiah 28:16).

Wednesday
th

 17

I choose to stay with God and carry His influence everywhere I go

 Father, help me to pay the price of intimacy in Jesus name.

SOS 1:3, Mark 1:35, John 15:1-5 
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LET GOD DEFINE SUCCESS FOR YOU

Philippians 3:12-14
“Brethren, I do not count myself to have apprehended; but one

thing I do, forgetting those things which are behind and
reaching forward to those things which are ahead.”

Philippians 3:13

I once read a story about one of the leading men of God in our country. His Church congregation 
then was just about a thousand members. Then the thought came to him that; "You have done 
your best. Even if you die now, you are fulfilled". He later realized that it was the devil trying to 
cut short his destiny. Today, the Church has thousands of branches all over the world.

Friend, let God define success for you. Success is not success unless it is viewed with the lens of 
God. While different people have different ways they measure success, from having a particular 
amount of money in bank, to getting happily married, to achieving a major career feat or 
leading a mega Church, God has his own measurement parameters which we must consider.

Don't allow the people that did not enlist you in a race to determine if you have finished or 
succeeded (1 Corinthians 9:24-27, 2 Timothy 4:6-8). Don't listen to the whisper of the devil 
trying to cut short your destiny. It is the One who sent you here that can judge you successful or 
failure (1 Corinthians 4:1-5). Men can be clapping for you while Heaven is weeping over you, 
and men may be looking down on you while Heaven is giving you a standing ovation (Acts 
7:54-56). Success is in fulfilling your God-given purpose and destiny. Without purpose as a 
yardstick, we would be measuring success wrongly. This is how God defines good success; it is 
success based on the assignment given to you (Joshua 1:1-10). 

Success is being where you should be, doing what you are supposed to be doing, and moving at 
the pace that God wants you to move. Achieving great feats, building big stuff, acquiring 
certificates etc., are mere bye products of fulfilling purpose. If you have all of those outside of 
divine purpose, you are still a failure before God (Philippians 3:1-14). Purpose is our goal, 
success is the bye product. Success is releasing your maximum potential (Matthew 25:15). 
Your potential talks about what you can do that you are not currently doing; big or small. Our 
potentials and capacities are different. If you are given Five Talents, you must not compare 
yourself with a One Talent man, and if you are a One Talent man, you must never be intimidated 
by the Five Talent man (Matthew 25:24-30, 2 Corinthians 10:12). 

Thursday
th 18

I walk in correct, scriptural understanding of success.

Lord, help me to live in the light of your purpose and
expectation for my life in Jesus name.

Joshua 13:1, Romans 14:4, Philippians 3:10-14
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DON'T BE LAZY
Romans 12:11

Do not be lazy, but instead want very much to
work on the Lord’s behalf...

(Romans 12:11 Easy English).

When the President of one of the African nations called the youths lazy the other day, 
there was uproar from every quarter; the internet was set on fire with various tweets 
and social media conversations around that statement. It was a rather unfortunate 
statement that I believe do not reflect the reality of that nation. Do we really have lazy 
youths or lazy leadership?

Friend, no one can define you except you. That someone calls you lazy does not mean 
you are one. You have got the right and opportunity to prove them wrong; nobody can 
make you feel inferior without your consent. You are the architect of your own reality 
in destiny. It is important we consider what the scriptures have to say about laziness.
We are commanded to not be lazy (Romans 12:11). Laziness is a tendency of the flesh 
that everyone has to stay alert and combat. It is very easy to be lazy; just don't take any 
initiative or action. Just allow life to keep happening to and around you. It takes some 
decisive steps to not be lazy. Laziness is refusing to push harder and stretch better (2 
Kings 9:24). It is just coasting along without exerting yourself to the best of your 
capacity. A lot of people are actually living well below their capacity. If you don't push 
yourself to peak performance, the world would drown you in mediocrity.

Some people are not willing or ready to pay prices despite encouragements (2 Kings 
13:18). You need to discipline your flesh (1 Corinthians 9:27). You need an 
environment of productive people around you. Your association would determine 
your acceleration (2 Kings 10:16, 13:18-19). Laziness is leaving tasks uncompleted 
(Proverbs 12:27). It is unwillingness to continue what you start. If you stop pushing, 
you would lose the momentum you have gathered over time. Do more. Pray more. 
Work more. Think more. Hard work does not kill, it is laziness that does. In a lazy 
society, pushing yourself harder would make you a wonder.

Friday
th 19

I am committed to living a life of diligence, daily.

Father, deliver me from laziness and every form of laxity
in Jesus name.

 Proverbs 22:29, John 4:33-34, 5:17, 1 Corinthians 15:10
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SEED SOWERS VS. BREAD EATERS
Isaiah 55:10

For as the rain comes down, and the snow from heaven, and do not
return there, But water the earth, And make it bring forth and bud,

That it may give seed to the sower and bread to the eater.
Isaiah 55:10

I believed God for a seed to sow during that epoch-making event. I had nothing on me. Not 
too long, someone sent a huge sum to me. I now had a choice to make; "Would I sow the seed 
or spend the money on the various needs in my life?" I did the former.

Friend, in this kingdom, you are either a seed sower or a bread eater. Seed sowers always 
look for seeds to sow, thus they would not lack bread (harvests). Bread eaters are always 
looking for what to eat hence they would always need bread. While bread eaters enjoy the 
moment, seed sowers secure the future.

God will always relate with you the way you want Him to relate with you (2 Samuel 22:27). 
If you posture as a bread eater, God would be faithful to give you bread. And if you posture 
as a seed sower, you would not lack seed to sow (Isaiah 55:10). Progress in the kingdom is 
in understanding and practising the seed principle (Genesis 8:22, Mark 4:13). For every 
harvest that enters into your hands, there is the seed part and there is the bread part; eat the 
bread and sow the seed. If you eat your seed with your bread, you would short change 
yourself in the long run. God does not want us to eat from our labours; He wants us to eat 
from our harvests (Leviticus 25:19). Seed sowing is critical to your destiny of wealth and 
greatness (2 Corinthians 9:8-11).

While sowing and reaping is not the only principle for success, especially in financial 
matters, it provides an environment for every other principle to work in your life (Galatians 
6:7). It is the antidote to vain labour (Psalms 127:1-2). It is the cure for the curse (Genesis 
8:20-22). It is the trigger for supernatural manifestations (1 Kings 17:8-16). It is a game 
changer anytime, any day (2 Kings 3:26-27). Sowing seed is not exclusive to some people; 
everyone can learn and develop the habit (2 Corinthians 8:1-7). Don't wait until you have 
millions, start from your little hundreds and thousands. Put seed sowing in your financial 
plans; don't spend all your salary or income. After giving your tithes, sow into your man of 
God and Church of God. Then save, invest and spend on other financial obligations.

Saturday
th 20

I am a sower; I live from my harvests, not my labours.

Lord, grant me the understanding and discipline of a sower
in Jesus name.

1 Kings 17:8-16, Acts 20:35, Ephesians 4:28
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WANTED: LOYAL MEN
Job 41:17

They are joined one to another; they
stick together and cannot be parted.

Job 41:17

When I learnt how long he has been with the ministry, I know it must have taken a lot from 
him. While others celebrate his consistency in following and the beauty that surrounds it, 
all I see a man who has gone through rough and tough times without shifting grounds in 
loyalty. Such men are scarce.

Friend, loyalty is a Kingdom virtue that we need to bring back to our everyday life. The 
truth is, loyal men are scarce, even though a lot of people claim they are (Proverbs 20:6). 
Loyalty would distinguish you before God and men; it would decorate you in destiny 
(Esther 2:21-23, 6:1-11, Luke 22:28-30).

Loyalty talks about "sticking together" with a person, a place or a cause. It is one thing to be 
joined together, it is another thing to stick together (Ruth 1:16-18). It is those who are stuck 
that cannot be separated (Job 41:17). Loyalty is not yet loyalty until you have reasons to be 
disloyal but you stayed loyal. Loyalty says; “We are in this together, come what may’’. Your 
loyalty would be tested by time and circumstances. You don't know how solid a foundation 
is until the wind blows. The wind is not your enemy, it is your tester. The smart way to live is 
not to pray away the storm but to be correctly founded (Matthew 7:24-27).

Loyalty begins with a conviction in your heart that you are supposed to be with someone or 
something (John 6:68). When conviction is shaky, loyalty will not last. It is the depth of 
your conviction that would stabilize you in the journey of life and destiny. People that are 
loyal are not loyal for what to get, but for their conviction. Loyalty says; "Even if there is 
nothing for me to get, I will still stick together with this person". Loyalty in the world is 
based on condition, while loyalty in the kingdom is based on conviction (Ruth 1:8-18, John 
6:66-69). Until you catch a revelation of the covenant side of relationships, you would not 
last in loyalty (1 Samuel 18:1-3, 23:17). 

Sunday
st

 21

I walk in loyalty; I fulfil my destiny of greatness with God

Let every seed of disloyalty in me be destroyed in Jesus name

Genesis 39:4-9, 2 Kings 2:1-15, 2 Timothy 4:10-11 
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UNLOCKING DIVINE PROVISIONS (3)

2Kings 7:1-2
...Thus says the LORD: 'Tomorrow about this time a seah
of fine flour shall be sold for a shekel, and two seahs of

barley for a shekel, at the gate of Samaria.
2 Kings 7:1

A man needed funds to continue work on his building site. Then a word came from Church; 
"what if you get to site tomorrow and see trailer load of sands on site?" He almost doubted it. 
The next day, he got to site and met the sand. A trailer carrying sands broke down in front of his 
site and the people had no choice than to empty it on his site. Truly, God works in amazing ways.

Friend, divine provision is real. You need to believe it if you want to experience it. One of the 
worst postures you can have around the anointing and the anointed is that of unbelief. It is better 
you keep quiet than speak against a prophetic word (Luke 1:18-20). If God can help some 
people to just keep their mouth shut, they would experience the miraculous.

Like Mary, you must learn to say; "Be it unto me according to your word" (Luke 1:38). Yes, it 
has to be according to God's word, not according to your pocket or bank account. It would not 
be according to the economy of your country. It has to be according to God's word. God's word 
will create your world if only you believe (Hebrews 11:3). You must never allow your 
intelligence to come in the way of the move of God in your life (2Kings 7:2). The more 
knowledgeable you are in the natural, the more you need a baptism of humility and submission 
to God. It takes an educated man to know what cannot work. Our education must queue behind 
divine revelation (Job 32:8).

God does not have to meet your needs by giving you money (Philippians 4:19). Rather than 
asking God to give you money to buy a car, just ask Him to give you a car; He can choose to give 
you money to buy it or provide it however He deems fit. You need money for the things of 
money, men for the things of men, and materials for the things of materials. Sometimes, just one 
good relationship in your life can do what money cannot do. Jesus had strategic relationships 
around his life and ministry (Luke 8:1-3). He drove brand new cars for free (Matthew 21:1-11). 
He had conferences in free auditorium (Luke 22:7-13). He got money from the mouth of the fish 
(Matthew 17:24-27). He was even buried in a brand new tomb for free (Matthew 27:57-60)! 
You will never be stranded!

Monday
nd

 22

I enjoy divine provisions today and always.

Father, let your word be fulfilled in my life in Jesus name.

Genesis 26:1-14, Isaiah 48:21, Luke 6:38 
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UNLOCKING DIVINE PROVISIONS (4)

Ephesians 1:3

Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed
us with every spiritual blessing in the heavenly places in Christ.

Ephesians 1:3

God had promised him provisions for his overseas studies. But how would the money come? 
He works as a legal practitioner. Someone called him to help prepare a legal document; he 
should normally charge around 50 thousand, but he charged 200 thousand. He was credited 
with two million. When he called to confirm, the client responded; "I just want to bless you". 
This young man has unlocked divine provision.

Friend, divine provision is real. You need to believe it in order to experience and enjoy it. My 
emphasis today is on channels of provisions. This is where I believe a lot of people miss it. You 
need to understand that God has blessed you with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places in 
Christ Jesus (Ephesians 1:3). But you need to learn how to unlock these blessings.

Every child of God is already blessed (2 Peter 1:3). We are all blessed equally in Christ, but we 
are not all going to manifest the blessings equally. The better you can work on these practical 
sides of your life, the more you would enjoy the spiritual blessings. God uses the channels of 
what you have in your heart, your hands and in your house to bless you. Your eyes need to be 
opened to these things if you would unlock divine provisions (2 Kings 4:2). To live in denial or 
neglect of this truth is to not be ready for divine provisions. God is not a magician, He is a 
miracle worker. Miracles are products of divinity and humanity. 

When believing God for provisions, pay attention to what you can do to unlock what God has 
done. Moses had a rod (Exodus 4:2). The miracle at the canal of Galilee was done with what 
they had in their house; six water pots (John 2:5-10). God will not ask you to bring what you 
don't have; what you have is enough for God if only you can corporate with Him (John 6:8-12). 
What do you have in your heart? What is that idea that you have been putting away for some 
time now? The four lepers in 2 Kings 7 acted on their idea and they unlocked divine provisions, 
fulfilling the prophecy of the man of God (2 Kings 7:1-20).

Tuesday
rd 23

I take responsibility for miraculous manifestations in my life.

Lord, open my eyes to see what is in my hands, my heart and
my house so I can enjoy miraculous provisions in Jesus name.

 Mark 9:23, Luke 5:1-8, John 6:1-12 
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HOW GOD MEASURES PROGRESS
John 2:5

His mother said to the servants,
"Whatever He says to you, do it.

John 2:5

A dear man of God went into prayers asking God for progress in his life and ministry; he felt 
he was not doing well. God's response revolutionized his ministry; "Son, progress for me is 
being where I want you to be even if it is to stay on the same spot." 

Friend, progress with God is being at the centre of His will for your life. While it is good to 
desire to "move forward", we must be careful that what we call progress is not based on 
what we see on the outside but what God is stirring in our hearts. You cannot succeed with 
God when you constantly look around; your gaze must be fixed on Him (Isaiah 50:7).

God does not want you to be under pressure (Psalms 46:10). There is a peace that comes 
when you know that you are in the centre of God's will for your life. The safest place for a 
child of God is the centre of God's will. You need to run your particular race and not join the 
rat race in the world. God's end time army are characterized by focus, consistency and order 
(Joel 2:1-8). While it is good to seek greener pastures, you must realize that not every 
pasture is your pasture (Genesis 26:2). When you follow God's leading, He would sure lead 
you to your own green pasture (Psalms 23:1-2). Lot chose the land that looked green and 
promising, only for him to be a victim of a predetermined evil (Genesis 13:10-13).

Success is simple obedience to divine instructions (Isaiah 48:17, 21). If God tells you to 
stay, stay. If He tells you to move, move. But never assume His leading because everyone is 
moving. Sometimes, it would look stupid. It would seem as though you are not smart. But 
the smartest people are the ones in obedience to God (Deuteronomy 32:9-13). God does not 
bless smartness, He blesses rightness. You are just an instruction away from your next 
breakthrough (John 2:5). What has God told you? Don't change your instructions because 
of conditions else you become a victim of confusion. You need to stay where God wants 
you to stay, doing what He wants you to do. Success is only a bye product of prompt and 
complete obedience (Deuteronomy 28:1-14).

Wednesday
th

 24

I walk in obedience to divine instruction.

Father, show me areas where I have disobeyed instructions
and bring me into alignment in Jesus name.

1 Kings 7:7-10, Psalms 23:1-6, Romans 8:14
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DISCERNING RELATIONSHIPS
Proverbs 27:17

As iron sharpens iron, So a man sharpens
the countenance of his friend.

Proverbs 27:17

In my years of pastoring, I have noticed that, most of the people who claim they were 
led to a Church do not eventually stay. This is true for most of the churches that I have 
surveyed. The devil specializes in fighting relationships that would greatly impact 
your destiny. You need to learn how to discern relationships correctly.

Friend, relationships must be discerned correctly if you would maximize destiny. The 
devil is a master at truncating destiny linkages. This is why you need to protect divine 
relationships in your life. Some of your greatest battles would come from God-
ordained relationships. The question is; "would you allow the devil or your flesh to 
keep you from your destiny?”

You must learn to manage strife and offences if you hope to fulfil destiny (Genesis 
13:7). The purpose of strife is to separate you from God's best. Just like Abraham and 
Lot, you need some people more than they need you (Genesis 13:5). Beware of 
satanic disconnection (Genesis 13:8-11). Every member of the body has a joint and 
needs a joint in order to connect to the flow from the head of the body (Ephesians 
4:16). You need to take care of your critical joining if you would fulfil your destiny. 
You need to locate your joint and stay joined (Psalms 133:1-3).

The problem most times is not the disagreement but our decisions in times of 
disagreement (Acts 15:39). Barnabas decided to part ways with Paul and he truncated 
God's best for him. Don't let disagreement bring disconnection. You may not always 
agree with the person that God joins you to. But you must learn to protect the 
relationship joining above the issues of contention. Most disagreements are divinely 
engineered to test your loyalty and reveal your wisdom or folly. It is wisdom to 
treasure destiny connection above emotionalism (1 Samuel 18:1-3, 23:17, 2 Samuel 
1:17-27).

Thursday
th 25

I walk in discernment; I maximize relationships.

Lord, show me who people are to my destiny and help me to
relate correctly in Jesus name.

Proverbs 13:20, 18:24, Ecclesiastes 4:9-12, 1 Corinthians 15:33
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DISCERNING RELATIONSHIPS (2)
1 Samuel 23:171:10

And he said to him, "Do not fear, for the hand of Saul my father
shall not find you. You shall be king over Israel, and I shall be next to you.

Even my father Saul knows that.
1 Samuel 23:17

He was someone most people would not like to relate with. But I noticed he always wanted to 
get close to me. Then one day, the revelation of my role in his life and his role in my life dawned 
on me. My attitude towards him changed. I was able to discern the relationship.

Friend, every relationship must be defined. But to define relationships, you need to learn to 
discern relationships. You need to see people for what they are if you would be posture correctly 
in them (2 Corinthians 5:16). One of the reasons Jonathan connected rightly (at the initial stage) 
with David was that he discerned his role in David's life and vice versa (1 Samuel 23:17). He 
was not going to compete with David. 

God has a purpose for the relationships that He brings us into. When you know God's purpose 
for relationships, you would posture rightly. There are some relationships that are meant to 
supply wisdom to you (Proverbs 13:20). You may not get money from such people but the 
wisdom you glean from them would be worth more than money. Some relationships are to 
supply strength in areas of your weakness. When you come in contact with such people, they 
would challenge you in areas of your inadequacies (Proverbs 27:17). While others overlook 
your weakness, they would not. Rather than being intimidated by their strength, you must learn 
to be inspired and challenged by it. 

There are relationships that are to bring financial and material resources (Psalms 72:10). Jesus 
had such people in His life and ministry (Luke 8:1-3). These people may not look like it 
initially; they may even look like people who have problems themselves (Luke 8:2). Your focus 
is not on what they are to give you but on what you are to do in their lives. Don't be greedy for 
what people have. Rather, be driven by what you are to do in their lives (Acts 20:33). Discern 
relationships. Someone can be your boss or husband by function, but your trainer by destiny. 
He can be your colleague in school but your covenant friend by destiny. Esther saw Mordecai 
beyond being her uncle (Esther 2:7, 20). The disciples of Jesus saw correctly and they 
maximized the relationship for destiny (Matthew 16:16, John 6:67-69).

Friday
th

 26

I walk in discernment; I maximize relationships.

Father, help me to maximize relationships for destiny fulfilment.

2 Kings 2:1-8, Proverbs 18:24, Galatians 2:9
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THE SECRET OF ANSWERED PRAYERS

Luke 18:1-8

And shall God not avenge His own elect who cry out day
and night to Him, though He bears long with them?

Luke 18:7

We were driving home the other day when my younger daughter requested; "Daddy, please 
buy snacks for me." Just to pull her legs, I asked; "Why should I buy it for you?" Her 
response held me accountable; "You promised me yesterday that you would buy it for me 
today." I quickly had to park and fulfil her request.

Friend, what has God promised you? How are you holding Him by His words? If I, as a 
human father, could go all the way to fulfil my promise to my daughter, how much more our 
heavenly Father, the Almighty God (Matthew 7:11)? The problem is not about God keeping 
His promises, it is about believers holding Him accountable.

Reminding God of His promises does not imply that God would forget, it only implies that 
we need to show that we have not forgotten and that we are still interested. There are no 
casual moments with God (Ecclesiastes 5:6). Once you say it, Heaven swings to action. 
Sometimes, people pray without having the mind to receive an answer (James 1:6-8). My 
daughter patiently and excitedly anticipated the day I planned to buy her the snack. She 
couldn't wait to remind me and make her demands. The disciples in Acts 12 were just 
praying religiously, not intentionally (Acts 12:12-16).

God wants us to have the faith of a little child. With little children, everything is possible; 
whether it is buying them an aeroplane or releasing Peter from the prison (Acts 12:13-14). 
Don't allow ageing to affect your faith. Don't allow life's experiences to colour your 
perspectives about God (Luke 1:18-20). The older you grow, the more you should believe 
God. God wants us to remain child-like even when we become grandparents (Mark 10:15). 
On a flip note, God is not obligated to do what He has not promised you (Numbers 23:19). 
Prayer is not about arm-twisting God to do what we want Him to do. Prayer is asking God to 
do what He promised to do (1 John 5:14). You need to get God's promise on a matter before 
you can really pray intelligently and effectively (Romans 4:21).

Saturday
th

 27

I enjoy the blessings of answered prayers.

Lord, position me for the answer to my prayers in Jesus name

Matthew 7:7-8, Mark 11:23-25, James 4:1-3
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PASSIONS & PERSUASIONS
Galatians 5:8

This persuasion does not come from Him who calls you.
Galatians 5:8

The story was told of a renowned man of God who was passionate and burdened about a 
particular nation of the world. He felt they needed the gospel as fast as possible. Then one day, 
while in prayers, the Lord spoke to him; "Son, even though you are passionate about that 
nation. You are not the one I'm sending there." According to him, the passion died instantly.

Friend, one thing you must constantly clarify is the source and interpretation of your passion 
and persuasion in matters of destiny. For some people, the problem is not that their passion is 
wrong, the problem is that of wrong interpretation. I learnt early in life and destiny that, if the 
devil cannot be the supplier of your information, he wants to be the interpreter of it (Genesis 
3:1-6).

It is possible to be very persuaded but wrongly persuaded at the same time (Galatians 5:8). 
You need to clarify the source of your passions and persuasions. It is dangerous to be very 
sure about something that God does not have a hand in. This was the issues with the renowned 
prophet, Samuel (1 Samuel 16:6-7). There are no experts in divine leading, we are all 
learners. To ever think that you cannot be wrong is to be in error. You must not come to a point 
where you assume that every instruction or direction coming to you is from God. The truth is, 
there is a thin line between the influence of your spirit and your soul in receiving direction. 
This is why you must allow the word of God to do the dividing asunder (Hebrews 4:12).

You need to be careful about who and what you are intimate with if you would not be wrongly 
persuaded. Intimacy will always bring impregnation (Luke 1:34-35). If you are intimate with 
the wrong spirit, people or things, you cannot carry the right pregnancy. This is why God 
desires and demands that you be in unbroken union with Him so that He can be the source and 
supplier of your vision (Exodus 24:12). If in the world, they carry out DNA test to determine 
the paternity of a child, it is also important that you test the divinity of the vision you are 
running with (1 John 4:1). Check with God's Spirit (Romans 8:16). Check with the word of 
God (Hebrews 4:12). Check with authority figures (1 Samuel 3:4-10). And when you realize 
that you are wrong, be humble and sincere enough to admit (1 Samuel 16:6-13, Psalms 25:9).

Sunday
th 28

I refuse to live in error

I walk in accuracy of clarity and convictions in Jesus name

John 10:1-14, Romans 8:14-16, Galatians 3:1-3
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FIGHT FOR FOCUS
1 Kings 20:40

While your servant was busy here and there, he was gone
" Then the king of Israel said to him, "So shall your

judgment be; you yourself have decided it.
1 Kings 20:40

My daughter was helping her younger sister with her home work. Unfortunately the TV 
was On, so she was getting distracted. Her sister spoke out; "Daddy change the TV so my 
sister can be focused". She was helping her to fight for focus.

Friend, focus is a fight that every man of destiny must fight (2 Timothy 4:7). It is easy to 
be distracted these days. If the devil cannot distract you, he cannot destroy you. You 
don't stand the chance of winning a race if you keep looking here and there. You must 
keep your focus; you must face your front (1 Corinthians 9:24-27).

Destiny is personal, though not private. We are in a race to fulfil our unique destiny, not 
to outsmart another. We are not in a rat race; we are in a personal race (Hebrews 12:1). 
The rule is to keep your focus and wish others well. There are people who are not where 
you are and there are those who are ahead of you. Realizing this would deliver you from 
unnecessary pressure. You cannot afford to be here and there (1 Kings 20:40). Choose 
your focus early so you won't dissipate your energies too soon. Destiny conscious people 
have learnt to maximize their time and manage their energy. You have just enough time 
and energy to do your destiny. Doing something else is a cut down on your allotted time 
and energy.

Beware of positive attractions that are distractions in disguise (John 6:15). That 
something is good does not mean it is God for you. Maturity is seeing something as 
wrong, not because it is sinful but because it is not chosen for you (Hebrews 5:14). It 
takes purpose and discipline to say NO (Daniel 1:8, 1 Corinthians 6:12-13). Most people 
begin life doing so many things. But as you grow in destiny, your life begins to narrow 
down to one thing or a few things (Philippians 3:13-14). To keep doing so many things is 
not to have clarified destiny matters. Focus is simply; "Following One Course Until 
Successful." Whatever is not in line with God's plan and purpose for your life is a 
distraction.

Monday
th 29

I maintain a life of focus in life and destiny.

Lord, deliver me from every fatal distraction in Jesus name.

Romans 12:11, Philippians 3:12-14, Hebrews 6:12
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WHAT HAVE YOU TESTED?
1 Samuel 17:38-40

David fastened his sword to his armor and tried to walk, for he had not
tested them. And David said to Saul, "I cannot walk with these, for I have not

tested them." So David took them off.
1 Samuel 17:39

I had a practice in my school days when writing exams. I would not risk using a new (unused) 
pen for any paper. I must have used the pen a few times before taking it to the exam hall. This 
is to ensure that I've tested the pen and I'm used to it. This reminds me of David's word to Saul 
in 1 Samuel 17:39. What have you tested?

Friend, life is not a game or fanfare. It is not trial and error. Those who live by trial and error 
end up making avoidable mistakes in life. You cannot depend on an untested weapon in the 
day of battle. You need to have proven your weapon. You need to know what works for you. 
Sometimes, what works for others may not work for you.

You need to have confidence in your walk with God and your weapon in life. Your weapon 
may not look sophisticated but if it is what you have used and tested, it is enough to deliver 
your destiny (1 Samuel 17:39). David knew what worked for him. He never allowed himself 
to be swamped in popular opinion. He was comfortable travelling a lonely road, using 
unpopular method (1 Samuel 17:40). God often establishes patterns with us as we walk with 
Him (Galatians 2:8). You need to stick with God’s pattern for you while remaining flexible 
with Him. God does not normally change already established patterns, except on rare 
occasions. Don't get into life’s critical battles before ascertaining what works (Psalms 78:9-
10).

David’s history with God in facing the lion and the bear was enough leverage for facing 
Goliath (1 Samuel 17:32-37). He knew what weapon worked. His catapult and smooth stones 
may not look like what the city life required, but it was what he had mastered. God was going 
to use that, not something else. Own your unique experience with God. Stop comparing 
yourself with others. People fail, not for lack of competence but for lack of confidence (2 
Timothy 1:12). Stop trying to live like everybody. You are not everybody; you are somebody 
special with a unique destiny. What has worked for you in the past? How did you win your 
previous battles? How has God met your needs financially? How have you navigated 
uncertain waters? Stick with it. Don't blend in, stand out and fulfil your destiny!

Tuesday
th

 30

I choose to stick with God’s pattern for me.

Father, use me how you want, where you want and when
you want.

Daniel 2:16-22, 2 Timothy 1:12, Philippians 4:13, 19

November
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ALTARS CONTROL THRONES
1 Peter 2:9

But you are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood...
1 Peter 2:9

I heard the story of a renowned business man who was making great impact in the world of 
business. He would spend certain number of days every month in retreat, receiving 
direction from God before engaging in business decisions. The effect was that he never 
made losses; he was in command as far as the sphere was concerned.

Friend, the fact that you have been destined to reign on the earth cannot be overemphasized 
(Romans 5:17). By redemption, we have been ordained for dominion (1 John 5:4). God has 
placed us on the earth to rule; we are kings and not subjects. God wants to use us to bring 
His Kingdom and Lordship to bear on different spheres of human endeavour (Revelation 
1:6, 11:15).

The beauty of the new covenant is that we can now operate both as kings and as priests, 
contrary to what was obtainable under the old covenant (1 Peter 2:9). To operate as priests is 
to operate as spiritual men having authority in the spirit, while to operate in royalty or as 
kings is to command influence among men, to live in glory and honour, representing God 
on the earth. Our priestly anointing is what powers our kingly operations. Simply put, 
thrones are sustained by altars. We sit on thrones by servicing our altars. When the fire on 
the altar goes out, thrones cannot function properly (Leviticus 6:12). 

For every position that God gives you among men, He would necessary give you a seat in 
the spirit via which you wield influence on the throne (Psalms 110:1-3). Rather than just 
desiring a place among men, ensure that you secure your place with God (Zechariah 3:1-7). 
The altar of prayer is what determines your sensitivity in dealing with life's issues (Romans 
8:14, Isaiah 30:21). The altar of worship is what determines your victory in the battles of 
life (2 Chronicles 20:22). Your altar of consecration is what determines your promotion 
among men (Genesis 39:9, Daniel 1:8). If the devil can corrupt your altar, he would affect 
your relevance in life (Psalms 89:39).

Wednesday
st

 1
December,

2021

I am a royal priesthood; I influence the physical from the spiritual

Lord, I receive the grace, wisdom and discipline to service my
altar for relevance on earth in Jesus name.

Job 29:1-17, Romans 12:11, 1 Corinthians 12:1
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YOU HAVE A MINISTRY
Colossians 4:17

And say to Archippus, "Take heed to the ministry which you
have received in the Lord, that you may fulfil it.

Colossians 4:17

While we got talking that day, he made a statement that did not quite sit well with me. He said; 
"Some of us are not called to the ministry like you..." I corrected him; "You may not be called 
into ministry LIKE me but you do have a ministry. The earlier you realize this, the better." That 
short conversation changed his mindset about ministry.

Friend, you have a ministry. Jesus saved you for a purpose; that purpose is for ministry. You 
have been saved to serve your generation with the life of God and the love of God (Acts 13:36, 2 
Timothy 1:9). To ever say that you don't have a ministry is to be mistaken. Whereas, not all of us 
would be called to the pulpit or five-fold ministry offices, all of us have a ministry to carry out 
for God.

The work of the five-fold ministry offices (Apostles, Prophets, Evangelists, Pastors and 
Teachers) is to equip the saints for the work of the ministry. They are trainers and coaches while 
the believers are the ones to carry out ministry (Ephesians 4:12). Unfortunately, people see the 
five-fold ministry offices as those doing ministry while the believers are to watch or "support" 
them. Ministry is an assignment that God gives you among men (Acts 13:1-2). Ministry is 
service; it is serving your generation with and in the purpose of God (Acts 13:36). Ministry is 
meeting people's needs (Acts 9:36-42). God has an assignment for you. You have something to 
serve your generation with, and there are needs around you that God can inspire you to meet.

There is ministry IN the Lord and there is ministry FROM the Lord (Colossians 4:17). The 
ministry IN the Lord comes with your salvation; we can simply call this the great commission, 
the assignment to reconcile men to God. All believers have this ministry (2 Corinthians 5:18, 1 
Peter 2:9). The ministry FROM the Lord is that special assignment that God gives you as you 
walk with Him; this assignment varies from person to person (Acts 9:6, 13:1-2). God has 
already given you platforms for ministry. Just like the Pastor of a local Church has the 
Church/pulpit as his primary platform, members of the Church also have their platforms for 
ministry; job, career, business, campus life, daily engagements etc. Most times, your platform 
would be secular but your ministry is sacred to the Lord. The most important question you 
should ask after salvation is; "Lord, what would you have me do" (Acts 9:6)? 

Thursday
nd

 2

I live my life, honouring God, fulfilling my ministry, daily

Father, show me my ministry and help me to maximize the
platforms you have given me to fulfil it.

Nehemiah 2:1-18, Acts 6:1-4, 9:36-40, 18:1-6, 26:19

December,
2021
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YOU HAVE A MINISTRY (2)
Colossians 4:14

Luke the beloved physician and Demas greet you.
Colossians 4:14

I got talking recently with a young man. He works with a youth organization. According to him; 
"My leader is an engineer and has been running this youth conference imparting youths for 
well over 20 years now. But he's still an engineer by profession." My response to him drove 
home a major point; "We need men like this, who would not use their career as an excuse for not 
doing ministry.”

Friend, ministry is not what you do when you are done with your secular engagements. It is 
what you use your practical, day to day, secular engagements to do. People who wait till they 
are done with secular engagements are at best giving God the remainder of their lives. God is 
not just looking for the remainder of your life, He's looking for the best part of your life, He's 
asking for your entire life (John 21:17-19).

If multinational companies specify age limit on some employments, don't you think God 
deserves more? Why would blue chip companies put age limit, most times, around 18-28 or so? 
It is because they want people who still have a lot of energies, ideas, creativity, and years ahead 
of them to give to the organization. God also wants you to serve Him with the best part of your 
life, not just the remainder of it (Ecclesiastes 12:1). Don’t give your professional engagement 
as an excuse for not doing ministry (Colossians 4:14). Take a cue from the life of Luke, a 
Medical Doctor, who was very involved in ministry despite his busy schedule. He wrote two 
powerful books of the Bible (Luke 1:1-4, Acts 1:1). 

Why would you allow someone to lie to you that because you are a Medical Doctor, a Banker, 
an Engineer etc., you cannot have time for ministry? The problem is not your time; the problem 
is your priority. You will always have time for what you consider important (Matthew 6:21, 33). 
When you think ministry, you would do ministry. The problem of some believers is their pastor. 
You need a pastor that would include you and not excuse you from ministry. If your pastor 
excludes you, be wise enough to include yourself. When you stand before God, the question 
would not be; "How much money did you make, or how high did you rise in your career?" It 
would be; "What did you do for the Kingdom with your life on earth (Esther 4:14)?"

Friday
rd

 3

I walk in consciousness of ministry, everywhere and every time.

Lord, help me to serve your purpose with my career and
business in Jesus name.

Judges 4:4, Daniel 1:8-12, Philippians 3:1-14

December,
2021
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LEVERAGING THE HOLY SPIRIT
1 John 2:20

But you have an anointing from the Holy One,
and you know all things.

1 John 2:20

My daughter said something very striking to me few days ago. It was about her periodic test 
in school. She said; "Daddy, when I was writing my test, someone was telling me the answer 
in my mind. I think it’s God." I immediately responded; "Yes, it's God. It's the Holy Spirit. 
That's how I passed my exams in school too." My daughter is learning to leverage the Holy 
Spirit.

Friend, the Holy Spirit is our leverage in life and destiny. A leverage (or lever) is something 
(or someone) that helps you to achieve much with little or minimal effort. You cannot 
achieve the best results with your own effort. Thank God for efforts, but thank God much 
more for Grace. When Grace finds you, people would think that you are an expert (John 
1:16, 1 Corinthians 15:10).

There is a dimension of the operation of the Holy Spirit that causes you to know all things (1 
John 2:20). It does not make you omniscient but it makes you to tap into the intelligence of 
God when life throws questions at you. Like my daughter, you can receive on-the-spot 
answers from the Holy Spirit (Luke 21:15, John 6:6). The Holy Spirit has not only been 
given you to do Church, He has also been given you to do life (1 John 2:27). If pastors 
maximize the Holy Spirit for ministerial exploits, students can leverage Him for academic 
success, businessmen can leverage Him for business success, politicians can make accurate 
governmental decisions by simply tapping into His intelligence (Job 32:8).

You need to trust the leading of the Holy Spirit if you would enjoy His help in your daily life. 
Stop saying; "Something told me..." The Holy Spirit is not a thing, He is a person. He is more 
real than the person sitting next to you. The Holy Spirit is to us today what Jesus Christ was 
to the disciples in those days and more (John 14:16-17). Why would you trust human 
teachers and not trust the Holy Spirit (Isaiah 30:20-21)? You can live by the Answer. There is 
no point going through life in confusion. Expose every department of your life to the 
leadership of the Holy Spirit. He won't force Himself on you unless you allow Him access 
(Genesis 6:3). His responsibility is to lead; your responsibility is to yield (Psalms 25:9).

Saturday
th

 4

I maximize the Holy Spirit for daily profiting 

Father, help me to yield to the leadership of the Holy Spirit in
my daily life in Jesus name.

Isaiah 11:1-3, 48:17, 2 Timothy 1:6-7, Jude 1:20

December,
2021
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UNLOCKING DIVINE PROVISIONS (5)
Galatians 6:7

Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever
a man sows, that he will also reap.

Galatians 6:7

We received an alert from her that day. It looked like her tithe. My natural mind quickly 
assumed she must have had some huge financial inflows. Two days later, I learnt she was 
not buoyant financially. I called to ask; "How about the money you sent as tithe?" Her 
response proved me wrong; "Sir, it was not my tithe, it was all I had". God sorted her out 
afterwards; she had more than enough.

Friend, sacrifices provide platforms for divine visitations (1 Kings 3:3-5). Today, we can 
claim Genesis 8:22 because of Noah's sacrifice (Genesis 8:20-22). Noah changed the 
situation in his life and on the earth by acts of sacrifice. Sacrifices would change your 
season too (2 Kings 3:26-27).

Sacrifice is beyond giving money or sacrificing things. It is a spiritual experience that 
accomplishes more than the momentary giving and receiving. Abraham unlocked his 
destiny of wealth and abundance via sacrifice; he gave prosperity to his posterity (Genesis 
22:15-18). You need to take your walk with the Lord from convenience to sacrifice (2 
Samuel 24:24). A sacrifice must cost you something. It would necessarily touch you. God 
demonstrated His love towards us by sacrifice (John 3:16, 12:24). Any gospel that does not 
touch your pocket has not touched your heart. Where your treasure is, there will your heart 
be also (Matthew 6:21).

Notice that one of the issues that Pharaoh had with the Israelites was going to sacrifice with 
their substance. He wanted them to show up before God without their substance; they 
objected (Exodus 10:24-26). The devil also wants you to serve God with your lips but not 
with your pocket. Don’t allow him (1 Corinthians 4:7, 6:19-20). What God requires from 
us is not equal giving but equal sacrifice. We cannot all give equally because we have not 
all been blessed equally, but we should sacrifice equally. Before God, someone who gave 
his entire 20 thousand naira salary has given more than someone who gave 50 thousand 
out of 500 thousand. God cannot be mocked (Luke 21:1-4, Galatians 6:7).

Sunday
th

 5

I enjoy the blessedness of sowing and reaping

Lord, help me to maximize the grace for giving and receiving
in Jesus name.

Acts 20:35, Philippians 4:15-19, Galatians 6:9

December,
2021
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UNLOCKING DIVINE PROVISIONS (6)
2 Kings 4:1-7

Then he said, "Go, borrow vessels from everywhere, from all your
neighbors--empty vessels; do not gather just a few.

2 Kings 4:3

He was in my office to share his business plans with me. I offered him some counsels and 
also prayed with him. The following week, someone called him from overseas to ask what 
his plans were. He sent him all the funds needed to start the business. This young man has 
unlocked divine provisions.

Friend, God is your ultimate Blesser but He uses men to extend His blessings to you. Men 
are extensions of God's hands and extenders of His blessings. This is another vital truth you 
need to take note of in unlocking divine provisions. Pay attention to relationships. In life 
and business, relationship is capital.

The supernatural brought the blessing for the widow in 2 Kings 4 but how much of the 
blessing would materialize would be dependent on her relationship network. The number 
of vessels she could borrow, and ultimately the supply she would have, was going to be 
dependent on the relationship she had kept. The secret of the blessed man in Psalms 1:1-3 
was all about his relationship. Your association determines your acceleration which would 
ultimately determine your destination. While believing God for provisions, don't forget to 
build the right relationships. Just like you don't wait until you are thirsty before digging 
your wells, you don't wait until you have needs before building relationships.

Relationship management skill is perhaps the most important skill in the school of success. 
Your network is what determines your net worth. Anyone can start and build relationships 
irrespective of their temperament type. There are principles to follow. Genuinely caring for 
people is one of them. Putting others first is another. Being a giver, not just a taker is also 
very important (Acts 20:35). God does not bless people out of the blues. Sometimes, the 
network of people in your life will determine the limit of your blessing. Rather than being a 
collector, be a connector and you would never lack provisions. While our focus must 
remain on God, we must daily build relationships that would facilitate and fast track divine 
provisions in our lives (Luke 8:1-3). Men are God's hands.

Monday
th

 6

I unlock the wealth of relationships, daily.

Father, help me to invest rightly in relationships in Jesus name

Genesis 13:1-5, Psalms 72:1-10, Luke 6:38

December,
2021
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HEIGHTS & PERSPECTIVES
Revelation 4:1

...Come up here, and I will show you things which
must take place after this.

Revelation 4:1

When I boarded the airplane for the first time years ago, I discovered something interesting. As 
we gained some heights, the view was different. I was able to see the whole city at a glance. 
Much more, things that are normally big now looked very tiny and almost nonexistent. Then I 
learnt a vital lesson about heights and perspectives.

Friend, never forget this; heights determine perspectives. We would always see things in 
reference to where we are per time. Sometimes, God does not have to change your situation, He 
only needs to change your perspective (Psalms 73:17, 2 Corinthians 4:16-18). Getting the right 
perspective is crucial if you would make progress in life and destiny. 

Your problem is not always your problem, your perspective is (2 Corinthians 4:18). Joseph saw 
beyond the maltreatment of his brothers; he saw a divine set up for the fulfilment of his destiny 
(Genesis 50:20). The difference between all of us is what we see and how we see (2 Kings 6:15-
17). Others can see darkness while you see the glory of God (Isaiah 60:1-3). God is always 
asking His people to come up (Revelation 4:1). Your walk with the Lord must be upwards and 
forward. We go up to Zion or Jerusalem but we go down to Egypt (Genesis 26:2, Psalms 122:1-
4). Egypt is your past; Zion is the place of encounter with God and destiny. Zion is your 
advantage. You see as God sees, you hear what God is saying and you stay in command in life 
(Job 22:23-29).

Whereas we work from the beginning to the end, God works from the end to the beginning 
(Isaiah 46:10). God is not trying to know tomorrow, He's working today based on what He 
already knows about tomorrow. Gaining heights with God would ensure that you have a 
helicopter view of matters of life and destiny. You see how the dots connect. You see the bigger 
picture (Habakkuk 2:1-3). Press into greater things (John 1:50). Gain heights in prayers; build 
up yourself on your most holy faith (Jude 1:20). Gain heights in the word; revelation is what 
brings elevation (Galatians 2:2). Gain heights through quality relationships; don't company 
with chickens while expecting to soar like the eagle (Proverbs 13:20). Gain heights through 
thanksgiving and rejoicing; let nothing steal your joy (Isaiah 12:3, Habakkuk 3:17-19, Romans 
14:17).

Tuesday
th
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I choose to see the way God sees

Lord, change my perspective about life and situations; help
me to climb the height of intimacy with you

Psalms 61:2, Luke 4:3-4, 2 Timothy 1:12

December,
2021
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SPEED BREAKERS (1)
Hebrews 12:1-2

...let us lay aside every weight, and the sin which so easily ensnares us,
and let us run with endurance the race that is set before us.

Hebrews 12:1

We were on a trip one day as a family. My younger daughter noticed that I was not moving 
the way I should. In her characteristic manner she said; "Daddy, move. Move. Move 
nooooow." I told her; "I have to slow down because of the bumps ahead. They are speed 
breakers.”

Friend, there are speed breakers in life that you have got to deal with if you would move at 
the right speed that God wants you to move. Speed is not haste. It is simply moving at the 
right pace that God wants you to move as far as life and destiny are concerned. It is fulfilling 
God's plans and purpose for your life on time and in time.

There is a race that has been set before you by God (Hebrews 12:2). This race is timed. It is 
being rightly paced that ensures that you finish in time and on time. God wants you to gain 
speed and fulfil destiny, the devil wants to break your speed. He wants to ensure that you 
don't fulfil God's purpose for your life at the right time (2 Timothy 4:6-7). If the devil cannot 
stop you, he would try to slow you down (Hosea 7:8-9). There are subtle strategies that the 
devil uses to slow people down. One of such is loss of focus. Once the devil succeeds at 
breaking your focus, he has succeeded at breaking your speed (1 Kings 20:40, 2 
Corinthians 10:12, Philippians 3:12-14).

Discouragement is a speed breaker (Isaiah 42:4). It weakens your hands and reduces your 
speed. There are so many things that try to discourage people; unmet goals, unfriendly 
economy, life challenges etc. You have got to keep your momentum high if your speed 
won't be broken (Nehemiah 4:10-11, Acts 20:24). Envy is a speed breaker. It causes you to 
expend your time and energy focusing on what someone else is doing and wishing they fail, 
rather focusing on your unique destiny. Destiny is personal, though not private. The success 
of your neighbour is a signal that your success is around the corner. Focus on your race and 
celebrate other people's success (Nehemiah 2:10, James 3:16).

Wednesday
th
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I move at the pace and speed designed for me by God.

Father, deliver me from every speed breaker on my path of
destiny in Jesus name.

Acts 20:24, 1 Corinthians 9:24-27, James 4:1-7

December,
2021
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SPEED BREAKERS (2)
Hosea 4:17

Ephraim is joined to idols, Let him alone.
Hosea 4:17

"You can carry the destiny of a time bomb and be manifesting as a knockout". This was the 
strong statement from one of the speakers at that year's conference. It got me thinking and 
inspired my desire to be in alignment with God's plan. I knew I needed to avoid speed 
breakers.

Friend, never forget this: if the devil cannot stop you, he would want to slow you down. You 
need to deal with speed breakers in your life so you would fulfil your destiny in time and on 
time. Wrong association is a speed breaker. Whereas, God joins you to the right people to 
help your destiny, the devil joins to the wrong people to hurt your destiny (Proverbs 13:20).

The wrong people in your life would keep the right people away (Psalms 144:11). Strange 
people are not necessarily evil people, they are simply people who are not supposed to 
journey with you in destiny; they are strangers to your destiny. It was the mixed multitudes 
that followed the Israelites out of Egypt that prolonged their journey in the wilderness 
(Exodus 12:38). Wrong relationships would shut down the contributions of God in your life 
(Hosea 4:17). They stifle growth and short change you in destiny (Hosea 7:9). They affect 
your productivity (Psalms 144:12-15). To go fast, go alone. To go far, go with the right 
people. And to go slow, go with the wrong people (Psalms 1:1-3).

Misalignment with divine plan and purpose is a speed breaker (Acts 9:5). God is always 
working to bring you into alignment while the devil works to misalign you. The danger of 
misalignment is that God is the One that would stop you, out of love, not out of hatred. It is 
dangerous to be going on the wrong path without divine interruption (2 Peter 2:15-16). God 
can either spread what you are doing or stop it. The gate of hell cannot stop a local Church 
but God can stop it if it is not in alignment with His purpose (Matthew 16:18, Revelation 
2:5). When you are in alignment with God's will, He grants you speed and spreads your 
work. But when you are out of phase with Him, He stops it. What can you do when God is the 
One stopping you?

Thursday
th
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I move at the pace and speed designed for me by God.

Father, remove every speed breaker on my path of destiny;
help me to enjoy speed in life in Jesus name.

Genesis 17:1, 1 Kings 11:1-4, 1 Corinthians 15:33

December,
2021
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SPEED BOOSTERS (1)
1 Kings 18:46

Then the hand of the LORD came upon Elijah; and he girded
up his loins and ran ahead of Ahab to the entrance of Jezreel.

1 Kings 18:46

Everything seemed to be at a standstill for him. Having left campus for a while with good 
grades and prospects, he could not secure a job yet. But that faithful day; the prophetic word 
came to him at the meeting. In less than a month, he got a job and everything turned around. 
His speed was boosted.

Friend, speed is not haste. It is simply moving at the pace of God. God has a place for you and 
He also has a pace for you (Psalms 18:29-30). When you are where God wants you to be and 
moving with the pace that He wants you to move, you are already enjoying speed. Whereas, 
the enemy plants speed breakers our way, God sends speed boosters on our path of destiny so 
we can move at the pace He has ordained for us. 

The anointing powers your life for speed and progress. It is a force generated by the 
operations of the Holy Spirit in a man's life (1 Kings 18:46). Every man is ordinary until 
anointed (Luke 4:14). Progress with God is marked by a new anointing (1 Samuel 10:1-7). 
Until you operate in some dimensions of the anointing, you cannot move at the speed of God 
(Psalms 92:10). Every child of God is anointed, but not everyone is functioning in and with 
the anointing. While the anointing within you helps you to live well as a Christian, the 
anointing upon you is what helps you to make progress and command the right impact 
(Psalms 23:5, Ecclesiastes 9:8).

In the Kingdom, we change levels by revelation, we gain speed by insights (Galatians 2:2). 
There is something you need to see in God for you to change gear in destiny. It is not enough 
to read the Bible; you need to access the light for your needed flight. It is what God shows us 
that shows us to our world (Luke 4:16-21). There is a hidden wisdom ordained for your glory 
in business, career, ministry etc., go for it (1 Corinthians 2:7-10). There are prophetic 
encounters that God has packaged to boost your speed in life and destiny (1 Samuel 10:5). 
When God wants to change your life, He shortens the distance between you and His 
prophets. Prophets provide wings for God's people to gain heights in destiny (2 Chronicles 
20:20b, Hosea 12:3).

Friday
th
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I enjoy divine speed today and always.

Lord, empower me afresh for speed in life and destiny in
Jesus name.

Psalms 18:28-33, Habakkuk 3:17-19, Luke 4:1-14

December,
2021
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SPEED BOOSTERS (2)
Romans 9:15-16

So then it is not of him who wills, nor of him who runs,
but of God who shows mercy.

Romans 9:16

One of the associates of a renowned man of God was eavesdropping on his prayers. He 
wanted to know the content of the prayer of a man who has enjoyed speed in life and 
ministry. To his utter amazement, he heard the man of God saying no other thing in his hours 
of prayers than; "Mercy, Lord!" Then he came to a conclusion that mercy is a speed booster.

Friend, mercy is a speed booster. When mercy finds you, people would think that you are an 
expert. A man without mercy is a man without results. Without mercy, your mistakes would 
be very obvious to all, but with mercy, even your mistakes are miracles in the making. You 
need mercy if you would enjoy speed.

Thank God for willingness and swiftness; without God's mercy, all of those amount to 
nothing (Romans 9:16). Great men in scriptures and in our contemporary world are products 
of mercy. Moses, David, Abraham, Solomon, Paul etc., all enjoyed mercy. You and I can 
become nothing outside of God's mercy (Lamentation 3:22-23). Mercy is not just for sinners 
or those with inadequacies, mercy is for everyone who wills to fulfil destiny and become all 
that God has ordained for them. You would always need the miracle of mercy to fulfil your 
destiny. Don't wait until you have sinned or made mistakes before asking for mercy. Let 
mercy be a daily prayer (Lamentation 3:22-23, Hebrews 4:15-16).

While Grace gives us what we do not deserve, mercy withholds from us what (judgment, 
evils etc.) we deserve. Without mercy, you cannot enjoy Grace, and without Grace, you 
cannot be great (1 Corinthians 15:9-10, James 2:13). Learn to walk in the consciousness of 
mercy afforded you in Christ (1 Peter 2:10). Stop thinking that you are not deserving of 
God's mercy. Mercy is not mercy if you are deserving of it. Be conscious of God's mercy 
every day. You need to shut down voices of accusation (John 8:10, Revelation 12:10). You 
cannot deserve all of God's blessings by your efforts. This is why Jesus, our advocate, keeps 
interceding for us (Hebrews 7:25, 1 John 2:1-2). The voice of your advocate is stronger 
before God than that of your accuser, the devil. May mercy speak for you today (Hebrews 
12:24)!

Saturday
th

 11

I am a candidate of God’s mercy

Father, let your mercy continue to speak over my life and
destiny in Jesus name.

2 Samuel 9:1-11, Psalms 18:35, 31:21, Ephesians 2:4
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STOP THE ENVY
James 3:16

For where envy and self-seeking exist,
confusion and every evil thing are there.

James 3:16

I was trusting God to get a project started in our ministry. I discovered a friend of mine had 
something of such already going on in his own ministry. I was excited to know that. We quickly 
packaged a seed and sowed it to his ministry. God came through for us in an unusual way. Rather 
than envying my friend, I rejoiced at what God is doing in his life and ministry, and also tapped 
into it.

Friend, one way to hurt yourself in life and delay your journey in destiny is to live in envy. Envy is 
a silent but destructive work of the flesh in the lives of a lot of people today (Galatians 5:21, 26). It 
is the reason behind heartaches and dissatisfactions. It is the reason behind a lot of rat races going 
on in the world today. It is one reason people open up themselves to the devil without knowing. 

When the devil sees an atmosphere of strife and envy, he tabernacles there to perpetuate his evil 
deeds (James 3:16). The truth is, strife is not necessary; even if the other person has done you 
harm (Proverbs 3:30). You need to live light and free. You need to protect your emotional health. 
You need to provide an atmosphere of peace in your heart and life that can allow God to work in 
you and for you (James 3:17-18). You need to stop the envy. Don't make your heart a war zone. Let 
the peace of God in (Philippians 4:6-7). I discovered early in life that, no matter how good you 
are, there will always be people who are doing better than you and those who are not up to you. 
Those who are ahead of you must not provoke you to envy while those who are not up to you must 
not cause you to be proud. 

Life is in phases and men are in sizes. You need to focus on your own journey with God and also 
celebrate what God is doing in others. God's blessing upon your neighbour does not stop or 
reduce your own blessing. Life is turn by turn. Your time is still coming; things will still turn for 
you. When you lose sight of your future and the workings of God in your life, you would easily 
give in to envy and strife. You need to constantly remind yourself that God is at work in each of us, 
even if it does not appear obvious. Also know that our times and processes are different. Celebrate 
what God is doing in the lives of others while believing God for yours. Find a way to contribute to 
their lives; sow seeds. Pray for them. Live a life of gratitude and positive attitude towards God and 
people. Know that what God does for one, He can do for others. You will succeed!

Sunday
th

 12

I walk in love towards all men; I refuse to be envious

Lord, let your love flood my heart; help me to live free from
envy and strife in Jesus name

Genesis 13:7-11, 1 Samuel 18:6-16, Philippians 1:15-18
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PASSIONS & PERSUASSIONS (2)
Genesis 25:22-23

But the children struggled together within her; and she said, "If all
is well, why am I like this?|" So she went to inquire of the LORD.

Genesis 25:22

I have a friend who was very passionate about business. He could sell anything and make you 
buy what you don't even want to buy. After a few years, he became a full time missionary 
serving God's purpose as he reaches out to the unreached people with the gospel of our Lord 
Jesus Christ. My friend is now passionate about missions more than anything else.

Friend, I want to help you balance this idea of of passion and purpose today. While I believe, 
and I've even taught severally, that your passion is one of the indicators of your purpose, I want 
you to know that passion alone is not enough to determine your purpose. You can be passionate 
about where and what God is not sending you to.

A renowned man of God once told us that there was a time he was so passionate about a 
particular nation; he felt he needed to take the gospel to that region. To his surprise, God replied 
him, "Son, even though you are passionate about that nation, you are not the one I'm sending 
there." That passion died in him immediately. Your inability to properly interpret your passion 
can be the undoing of the pursuit of your God-given destiny. If you asked Paul (then Saul), he 
would tell you that 'God' wanted him to stop Christians from spreading a 'fake' religion. It was 
not until Jesus met him on the road to Damascus that he got a divine interpretation to his life's 
pursuit (Acts 9:1-6). He found purpose and then poured his passion into it.

Rebecca took her 'passion' to God for clarification, rather than making the wrong conclusion 
(Genesis 25:22-23). She asked; "Why is this happening to me?" What about you? Have you 
asked God why you are this passionate about politics? Are you sure you are meant to contest an 
election? Could it be that God wants you to raise people for him in that sphere, or start an NGO 
to hold politicians accountable? When a king maker decides to be the king, he would lose his 
relevance. Remember, you can be persuaded about what God is not calling you to do (Galatians 
5:8). This is why you must not only begin in the Spirit, you must also continue in the Spirit 
(Galatians 3:3). You must let God interpret your dealings to you. And when you find your 
purpose or calling, pour your passion into it. Let the zeal of your purpose consume you (John 
2:13-17). 

Monday
th

 13

My passion is well directed; I live in the light of divine purpose

Father, help me to interpret the dealings in my life correctly
in Jesus name.

Proverbs 14:12, Isaiah 50:10-11, Acts 9:1-6, 16:6-8
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UNLOCKING DIVINE PROVISIONS (7)
Ephesians 4:28

Let him who stole steal no longer, but rather let him labor,
working with his hands what is good, that he may

have something to give him who has need.
Ephesians 4:28

When she told me she was picking up another stream of income, I was almost stopping her. I 
was like; "what's your stress?" But I noticed she has given herself to productive labour. This 
explains why she's always afloat financially. She has learnt to unlock divine provisions.

Friend, divine provision is released on the platform of work. Any gospel that promotes laziness 
is not the gospel of the Kingdom (Ephesians 4:28, 1 Thessalonians 4:11, 2 Thessalonians 3:10). 
It is a grave scam to preach a prosperity message that undermines the dignity of labour 
(Proverbs 13:11, 14:23). This is a Kingdom of work; the patriarchs laboured, the apostles 
laboured, Jesus worked and God is still working (Genesis 26:12-14, John 5:17).

Any faith that pushes all responsibility to God is an irresponsible faith. The prophetic can 
multiply the oil but you would need to do the selling (2 Kings 4:7). If you are not ready to sell, 
you cannot get the blessing (Proverbs 21:20). Work is what gives expression to the blessing 
(Genesis 1:28, 2:15). I have never considered myself as not working for the past six years of full 
time ministry so I know that I qualify for divine provisions by His mercies (John 9:4). What 
some people call full time ministry is full time laziness. It does not matter the area of life you are 
functioning in; career, business, ministry etc., you must work. Don't see work as a burden; see it 
as a blessing, a necessity.

You are either selling goods, offering services or contributing your quota to an ongoing 
productive work somewhere. To ever say that you are unemployed is to frustrate the economy 
of Grace in your life. Even if you don't have a paid job, hire yourself, volunteer somewhere 
(Matthew 20:1-7). Pastor, do more than preaching on Sunday and Wednesday, explore other 
dimensions of your ministerial calling. Make the work of the ministry attractive by the way you 
handle it (1 Corinthians 15:9-10). Grace is never an excuse from labour, it is an empowerment 
to labour (1 Corinthians 15:10). What you call LUCK is simply an acronym for "Labouring 
Under Correct Knowledge". Favour is not for the lazy. The purpose of favour is to flavour your 
labour. God can only prosper your work, not your wish (Psalms 1:3).

Tuesday
th

 14

I give practical expressions to the grace of God in my life through
meaningful labour.

Lord, help me to maximize grace for profit in life and destiny
in Jesus name.

Genesis 2:8-15, John 5:17, Acts 20:33-35
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UNLOCKING DIVINE PROVISIONS (8)
Hebrews 13:5

Let your conduct be without covetousness; be content
with such things as you have. For He Himself has said,

"I will never leave you nor forsake you.
Hebrews 13:5

One of the virtues that I picked from my parents, especially my mum, is the virtue of 
contentment. Particularly after she got saved, my mum would not covet someone else' 
things. She won't borrow clothes to wear. We were satisfied and enjoyed growing up with 
her. We were contented.

Friend, contentment is a Kingdom virtue that you have got to imbibe if you would unlock 
divine provisions (1Timothy 6:6-7). Contentment is not the same as complacency. While 
complacency manifests itself in lack of desire or drive to get better and live better, 
contentment is enjoying where you are on the road to where you are going (Amos 6:1, 
Hebrews 13:5-6).

Covetousness is a killer of destiny; it would short circuit the flow of Kingdom resources in 
your life. Covetousness is striving hard to have what God is not giving. It is fighting 
internally to get what God has given someone else instead of focusing on your particular 
walk with the Lord (John 3:27). There is nothing someone has that he's not given (John 
3:27, 1 Corinthians 4:7). When you know that God is the giver of every good thing and that 
He has more than enough to go round you would be at peace (James 1:17). What belongs to 
you will not be given to another.

If you don't have it now it may mean that you don't really need it now. There is a difference 
between your want and your need. A lot of us want so many things but God is not first 
committed to meeting your wants but to meeting your needs (Philippians 4:19). Your 
wants are connected to your carnal pleasures and desires, your needs are connected to your 
divine purpose and destiny (James 4:1-3). Not too many people can handle times of needs. 
But one of the marks of Christian maturity is being able to handle both lack and abundance 
without losing focus (Philippians 4:11-13). Your attitude towards lack is a determinant of 
how much God can trust you with abundance. 

Wednesday
th

 15

I enjoy where I am on the road to where I am going

Father, deliver me from covetousness; help me to live with
contentment in Jesus name.

Genesis 26:29-34, Luke 12:13-15, Acts 20:33-35
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STOP STRUGGLING WITH GOD
Genesis 6:3

And the LORD said, "My Spirit shall not
strive with man forever...

Genesis 6:3

Recently, my daughter came up with these words; "Daddy, I don't argue with God, I allow Him 
to talk first." Well, I don't really know what prompted this statement in her heart but I learnt a 
serious lesson from it; don't argue (or struggle) with God. Allow Him to have His way.

Friend, If you are born again, you have not only accepted Jesus Christ as your Saviour, you have 
also accepted Him as your Lord. As a Saviour, He came to save you. As your Lord, He came to 
lead you (Romans 8:14). Why would you call Him Lord if you would not do His bidding (Luke 
6:46)? You cannot be saying; "No, Lord!" and still claim that Jesus is your Lord. There is only 
one response to a Lord, and that response is; "Yes!"

Do you argue with God? Do you struggle with Him? It is not a sign of spirituality when you say, 
"God has been struggling with me for some time now..."  It is a sign of immaturity. God's Spirit 
does not want to strive with you. There is a point you get to that the Holy Spirit gives up on you 
(Genesis 6:3). We must not take the patience of God for granted. It should rather help us to make 
adjustments as we stay in alignment with His plans and purposes. Jacob should not have gone 
through what he went through if he had submitted to God on time (Genesis 32:24-32). How can 
a man wrestle with God? Does it sound reasonable and sensible? This is what happens when a 
man feels he can outsmart God. 

You cannot outsmart God. Even when you think you are having your way, it is only because 
God allowed you. May you not have your way at the expense of your destiny in Jesus name! 
May you have the wisdom and humility to submit to God's plans and purposes. May you learn 
to trust God even when you cannot trace Him. May you rest assured that you cannot miss it 
following God. In what area(s) of your life have you been struggling with God? There is no 
award for outstanding wrestlers in the Kingdom; there is only a place for submitted people. 
Stop struggling with God! Stop postponing your destiny! Stop inflicting unnecessary injuries 
on yourself! Stop wasting time and resources! Don't complete that cycle of folly like the 
prodigal son (Luke 15:14-18). The earlier you come to your senses, the better for your destiny.

Thursday
th

 16

I live a life of submission to God and His will 

Lord, break every resistance to your will in my life in Jesus
name.

Genesis 22:1-18, Luke 4:1-14, 2 Corinthians 10:6, 12:6-10
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DON'T ASSIST THE DEVIL
1 Peter 5:8-9

Resist him, steadfast in the faith, knowing that the same
sufferings are experienced by your brotherhood in the world.

1 Peter 5:9

He was consistently missing in services, but I kept following up on him while he kept giving 
excuses. Finally, he told me, "Pastor, something has gone wrong with me." I responded; "I know. 
The moment you started boycotting meetings and services I know something is fishy somewhere." 
Thank God he retraced his steps and is doing well now to the glory of God.

Friend, the devil is as powerful in your life as the allowance you give Him in your daily practices. 
Actually, because of the finished work of Christ, the devil has been emptied of all his power over 
the believer (Matthew 28:18, Hebrews 2:14). What he uses now is devices; "...for we are not 
ignorant of the devices of the devil lest he gets an advantage of us" (2 Corinthians 2:11). 

The devil has no advantage over a child of God. If he gets one, then we have ignorantly given it to 
him. This is why you must live your life in such a way that you don't assist the devil; rather, you 
resist him (1 Peter 5:8-9). To assist the devil is to live your life in a way that makes it easy for the 
devil to get you. Don't let the devil exploit your ignorance or carelessness. One of the practices 
that can make you vulnerable to the devil is being at the wrong place at the right time. David was 
at the wrong place at the right time so he became vulnerable (2 Samuel 11:1-4). You need God to 
order your steps so that iniquity will not have dominion over you (Psalms 37:23, 119:133). It is 
divine assignment that delivers from satanic appointments.

Don't assist the devil. Don't be streaming ungodly videos when you ought to be streaming live 
Church services. Don't engage in ungodly gist when you ought to be fellowshipping with God. 
Don't visit the opposite sex at the wrong place and time. As a pastor, why did you fix counseling 
alone with that lady at an odd hour? You cannot cover up foolishness with praying in tongues; you 
are supposed to flee, not pray (1 Corinthians 6:18, 1 Timothy 6:11, 1 Thessalonians 5:22). You 
need to ensure that you are in the place where God has ordained for you. It is those who dwell in 
the secret place of the Most High that will abide under the shadow of the Almighty (Psalms 91:1). 
When you stray from your God-ordained Church family, you are already assisting the devil in 
your life (Hebrews 10:25). The wolves only take advantage of the sheep who has left the company 
of the shepherd and the sheepfold. 

Friday
th

 17

I resist the devil; I don’t assist him

Father, order my steps in truth and righteousness

Luke 4:1-14, 2 Corinthians 10:1-6, Ephesians 4:25-27
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DO THE IMPOSSIBLE
Mark 9:23

Jesus said to him, "If you can believe,
all things are possible to him who believes.

Mark 9:23

I was discussing with a dear friend when he said; "I used to look at you as someone who has a lot of 
money stacked in the bank. How do you get things done?" I told him; "Sir, it's by Faith!" I went 
ahead to share some faith moves and testimonies with him. His heart was encouraged. He told me; 
"I'm releasing my faith too!" I responded; "way to go!!!"

Friend, impossibility does not exist in the dictionary of God. With man, a lot of things are 
impossible but with God, nothing shall be impossible (Mark 10:27). When a man partners with 
God via the channel of faith, He operates in the realm of possibilities. Faith is the currency of the 
Kingdom. This is why the poorest man on the earth is not the man without money but the man 
without faith.

There are some things you would not have money for but make sure you have faith for it. As you 
save money in the bank to get projects done, ensure you are also 'saving' your faith to accomplish 
God's plans for your life. Unlike saving money, faith is saved by using it not by saving it. When 
you confront little projects or challenges with faith, it develops and multiplies via that use. Faith is 
a seed, it must be planted in the soil of actions and watered by the word of life (Matthew 17:20). 
When your faith grows, your life grows. The greatest attack in the world is faith attack. You are 
not yet a failure until your faith fails (Luke 22:31-32). Protect your faith. Avoid relationships and 
activities that poison your faith. Get into environments that help in building and releasing your 
faith for possibilities.

God has not planned that you live life without faith; else, a lot of things would be impossible for 
you in life (Habakkuk 2:4). Faith is an equalizer. It would give you what money cannot give you 
(James 2:5). In the Kingdom, faith is not an option, it is our life (Romans 14:23). With faith, you 
bridge the gap between what you desire and what you experience. You move from possibility to 
reality. What is that thing that has been proving impossible in your life? Dare it! Go for that job or 
business. Start that project. Enroll for that course. Start that ministry. Fix your wedding date. 
Make that relocation. Order that product. Bite more than you can chew so God can help you to 
chew it. Obey the word of God and the instructions of the Holy Spirit. Put your faith to work and 
achieve the impossible!

Saturday
th

 18

I see the invisible, I dare the impossible, I achieve the incredible

Lord, strengthen my faith for possibilities in Jesus name

Numbers 13:30, Mark 11:23-24, Romans 4:19-21
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BACKSLIDERS & BACKSLIDING (3)
Romans 12:11

Not lagging in diligence, fervent in spirit, serving the Lord.
Romans 12:11

Shortly after we started our Church work in the city of Akure, I got talking with a senior man 
of God in this country. We have been in relationship years before then. His remark taught me 
a huge lesson; "I love the momentum that your new work is generating, ensure you sustain it. 
That's the way to go!”

Friend, momentum is very important in the pursuit of destiny. People begin to backslide 
unknowingly when they lose momentum; when they are no longer driven. It is not enough to 
have a purpose, you need to be purpose-driven; you need to sustain momentum. Monument 
will help you to do much for God and to stay in purpose and on purpose for Him.

Jehu was described by his passion and drive (2 Kings 9:20). Can you be described like that? I 
recently concluded a short study on Jehu and I discovered that he really did a lot for God in 
his day. Much of what Elijah could not do, it was Jehu that did it even though he was not the 
direct replacement for Elijah (2 Kings 9:30-37). Zeal is very important in ensuring that you 
don't backslide from divine purpose (2 Kings 10:16).. While the lamentation of Paul for 
Israel at a time was that they had zeal without knowledge, quite a lot of Christians today have 
knowledge without zeal (John 2:13-17, Romans 10:1-2). They know too much but do too 
little. 

Backsliders begin to slide back when momentum is not sustained. Consistency is important. 
Don't stop doing what you used to do before (Revelation 2:4-5). The challenge that God had 
with the Church of the Laodiceans was that of loss of momentum; they were neither cold nor 
hot (Revelation 3:14-16). Lukewarmness suggests that something was hot before, but the 
hotness could not be sustained and/or cold was mixed with hot. What has mixed with your 
hotness (Hosea 7:8-9)? You could not be lukewarm if not that you used to be hot before. A lot 
of people can tell the stories of yesteryears; how God used them on campus. How they were 
on fire for God during their youthful years. Some pastors could tell when they used to be 
anointed; they are now ex-anointed (Job 29:1-6). They have backslidden because they could 
not sustain momentum (Romans 12:11).

Sunday
th

 19

I refuse to be a backslider; I reclaim my love and passion for God

Father, set me on fire; cause me to burn again in Jesus name

Leviticus 6:12, Philippians 3:10-14, 2 Timothy 1:6-7
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HOW NOT TO DO BUSINESS
1 Thessalonians 4:11

That you also aspire to lead a quiet life, to mind your own business,
and to work with your own hands, as we commanded you.

1 Thessalonians 4:11

I noticed she kept sending in tithes to the Church account every now and then. I knew she just 
started her sales business, so I asked her; “How's business? How do you do it that you keep 
sending in tithes?" Her response was this; "I tithe every sale (not profit)." I corrected her; 
"Learn to separate your profit from your capital; you tithe your profit, not your capital."

Friend, it is not enough to be in business, you need to know how it works. Some people are 
only in busyness, not in business. They are just getting busy without understanding the laws 
of productivity. The fundamental lessons for business success must be applied no matter 
how small or big your business is.

There is really no small business; there are only people with small mentality. Don't start a 
business as a hobby or just because everyone is starting one. Know what you are doing. Put 
in the best biblical principles for business success (Proverbs 24:3-6). Don't wait until you are 
big before you structure for growth. You can start small but be a person of excellence. Lack 
of structure is the undoing of many businesses today. Don't spend all your profits on 
yourself. You are not the business. Put yourself on a salary.  Structure for the right 
partnership and profitability. People would find it difficult to send money to an individual 
account when dealing with your business. Pastors need to learn this too. It is not only a 
matter of integrity, but also a matter of structure and seriousness.

The Bible is the best textbook ever written about life and business. Every business person 
needs to study the book of proverbs; make it a life book. There are lots of lessons in it that 
would put wisdom in your heart and help you structure for greatness. You learn prudence 
(Proverbs 21:20). You learn integrity (Proverbs 11:3). You learn delayed gratification 
(Proverbs 24:27). You learn diligence (Proverbs 6:6-11, 22:29). Nobody will reach his 
destiny of greatness if he's not a business man somewhere. Most of the Patriarchs were 
business people who had a walk with God (Genesis 13:1-4). If you are not in business 
practically, you must at least have a business sense. Jesus even referred to his life's 
assignment as business (Luke 2:49). No wonder he finished well and strong.

Monday
th

 20

I face my life and calling as business

Lord, I receive practical wisdom to drive my life and business
to profit in Jesus name.

Proverbs 31:10-31, John 5:17, 9:4, Acts 6:4
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HANDLING BETRAYALS BIBLICALLY (5)

Acts 20:24

But none of these things move me; nor do I count
my life dear to myself, so that I may finish my race with joy...

Acts 20:24

A dear one left Church sometime ago. He did not leave in a good way. After sometime, he 
came visiting, to apologize for his actions. Then he made a statement that got me thinking; 
"Sir, I can see you have really made a lot of progress since I left." I humbly replied him; 
"God be praised!”

Friend, one of the best things you can do to yourself and your destiny after betrayal is to 
move on. There are unspoken expectations from your betrayers that you would be stuck, 
that you would fail, that you would be stranded, that you would not be able to move on or 
succeed without them. Don't fulfil these expectations by choosing to romance the betrayal 
rather than move on to fulfil your destiny. 

Jesus was ready to put the actions of Judas behind him as fast as possible (John 13:27). It 
was inevitable, and it must come to pass. Betrayal must come to pass. Let it pass. Don't 
allow it to stay. Don't allow it to linger. Let it go. Learn to put the betrayal and the betrayer 
behind you. Move on. Fulfil your destiny. Like Demas did to Paul, people would forsake 
you, but you must never forsake God or your calling in destiny (Psalms 27:10, 2 Timothy 
4:10). Don't allow betrayal and the betrayer to tie you down. Make progress. As a lady, 
why would you say that you would not get into a new relationship because a guy jilted 
you? 

As a pastor, don’t stop training and trusting people because of those who disappointed 
you. Don’t stop loving people because someone repaid you with evil (Romans 12:21). You 
need to move on. Keep doing what is right (1 Peter 3:13). The devil wants to use betrayal to 
destabilize, demotivate and demobilize you. Don't allow him. One proof that you have 
moved on is that you stop talking about the betrayal and the betrayer (Acts 20:24). Don't 
let the betrayer fill your heart and conversations; he's controlling you without knowing. 
Move on. Leave it behind you. If you keep talking about the betrayal and the betrayer, you 
are not making progress; you cannot do both.

Tuesday
st

 21

 I would not allow betrayal to tie me down

Father, heal my heart of every hurt from betrayal; make me
whole again in Jesus name.

1 Kings 4:5-6, Philippians 3:13-14, 2 Timothy 4:10
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HANDLING BETRAYALS BIBLICALLY (6)
John 6:66-67

Then Jesus said to the twelve, "Do you also want to go away?
John 6:67

I called him for a chat. It was not about him but about the spirit and the seed his actions 
were releasing. It was one of those tough discussions a senior leader had to make. We put 
emotions behind, we faced reality. Afterwards, health and progress returned to the group. 

Friend, betrayal is a seed that must be dealt with if the acts would not be repeated in and 
around your life and operations. Perhaps, what the betrayer leaves behind is more 
dangerous than his or her actions. You need to kill the seed. God dealt with the rebellion of 
Lucifer and the accompanying spirit/seed, and Heaven is still standing today (Isaiah 
14:12-15).

One of the wise counsels that David gave Solomon was the counsel to take away Joab (1 
Kings 2:1-6). David knew what Joab's actions caused him and he had to advise his son, 
Solomon, to deal with it if he would enjoy a peaceful reign. Solomon acted accordingly (1 
Kings 5:4). While we do not go about killing people like they did in the Old Testament, we 
are supposed to recognize the spirit behind their operations and "kill" such spirits (2 
Corinthians 10:3-4). The betrayer, more often than not, leaves a spirit behind in the 
organization that must be dealt with. Learn to identify and deal with spirits and seeds.

Check out Jesus’ confrontational approach to betrayal John 6:67). He was actually killing 
the seeds of betrayal. When people betray you, they leave some of the people with you 
confused and undecided. Some are asking, "Could it be that our leader is wrong and 
wicked? Might this betrayal be right? Are we safe with him etc.?" These are seeds that 
must be wisely dealt with. Like Jesus, you kill the seed of betrayal by identifying those 
already in its web, and helping them sort out their confusions (John 6:66-70). You then 
engage in teaching, prayers, confrontations and corrections. You also need to set up the 
right structures to mitigate future occurrence. Remember, if you are betrayed once you are 
a victim, but if it keeps happening, then you are a volunteer.
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I refuse to be a victim of betrayal

Lord, grant me grace and wisdom to handle betrayals and
betrayers in Jesus name.

Proverbs 22:10, Isaiah 14:12-15, 2 Corinthians 2:11
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CONCERNING HONOUR
1 Peter 2:17

Honor all people. Love the brotherhood. Fear God. Honor the king.
1 Peter 2:17

I was teaching some young ministers and leaders few years ago where I taught them on how 
to honour invited ministers. I taught them that honorarium without honour is not different 
from a bribe. Honour is a Kingdom culture everyone who would go far must imbibe. 

Friend, live a life of honour. Honour God. Honour who and what He honours. It releases the 
graces of the Kingdom upon your life. Honour is a proof of love, submission and loyalty. 
You cannot claim you love the one you do not honour. You cannot claim you are loyal to the 
one you dishonour, neither can you claim you are in submission to the one you despise. If 
you truly honour God, you won't behave anyhow around Him (1 Samuel 2:30, Malachi 1:6).

There is a difference between honour and respect. You can respect someone without 
honouring him but you cannot honour someone you don't respect. Respect is a posture, 
honour is a disposition. You can act in respect but your heart does not honour. Honour is not 
hero worship, it is Kingdom sense (Romans 13:7, 1 Timothy 5:17). Honour goes with 
giving. Something leaves you to the one you honour; the gift of your time, treasure etc 
(Proverbs 3:9).God rebuked the Israelites, not for their lack of giving, but what and how they 
gave (Malachi 1:6-8). Honour is not in the size of the gift, but in the size of the heart that 
gives. It is in the priority the giver puts on the recipient of the gift (Malachi 1:8, Matthew 
6:33). 

You can give honorarium to a minister of the gospel without truly honouring him. You can 
give tithes to God without really tithing. Tithe is what you give; tithing is the process with 
which you give it. You don’t give tithe to "help" God but to honour Him (Psalms 50:10-12, 
Proverbs 3:9)? The grace you honour is the grace you partake of. When honour is lacking, 
grace ceases to flow. If you don't honour your parents, you are missing something 
(Ephesians 6:2-3). If you don't honour your pastor, you would not partake of the Grace He 
carries (Matthew 13:54-58). He may speak words over you, but it would be empty words 
because the anointing on him is not blessing you. 

Thursday
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I am a person of honour; I live a life of honour, daily

Father, forgive me of every act of dishonour towards you and
others in Jesus name.

1 Thessalonians 5:12-13, Hebrews 13:4, 17, 1 Peter 2:17
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MARKET PLACE RELEVANCE
Matthew 5:13-16

You are the light of the world. A city that
is set on a hill cannot be hidden.

Matthew 5:14

"It was the sensitivity I developed while working in the ushering department of the Church that 
became my advantage out there in the market place. I knew what business deal to venture into and 
the ones to avoid through sensitivity." This was the testimony of an usher in a local Church. To 
him, the activities that took place in Church were usable out there in the world.

Friend, you are the light of the world, not the light of the Church (Matthew 5:13-16). The Church 
is the place where we go to be lighted by God via His word, the world out there is where we are 
supposed to shine the light. What happens to you in Church on Sunday must impact what you do 
in the world on Monday. A good Church is not one that only prepares you to make heaven, it is one 
that prepares you for relevance on earth; you are heaven bound and earthy relevant.

The Church is not just a place we go as a religious obligation; it is a place of empowerment for 
relevance in the world. You need to deploy the stuff you learn in Church to your practical 
everyday life as you bring glory to God. Most Bible folks were relevant in the society. Daniel was 
an administrator and a government official. He displayed the wisdom and excellence of God in 
the successive administrations he worked with (Daniel 6:3, 28). Deborah was not only a 
prophetess; she was also a judge (Judges 4:4). She brought her prophetic edge to bear on her 
secular engagement. Luke wrote the books of Luke and Acts, even as a medical doctor (Luke 1:1, 
Acts 1:1, Colossians 4:14). He brought the Kingdom life to bear on his medical practice.

Zenas was a lawyer (Titus 3:13). Aquila and Priscilla were building engineers (Acts 18:26, 
Romans 16:3). They leveraged the grace of God for relevance in their work place, and their work 
as a platform to advance the purpose of God in their days. Joseph carried a prophetic destiny but 
he leveraged it for relevance in the world of governance and economy (Genesis 41:38-46). Our 
calling is sacred but our platforms, most times, would be secular. A 21st century Christian is one 
who has learnt to fulfill his sacred calling in a secular setting. He has learnt to take the operations 
of the gifts of the Spirit beyond just Church services (1 Corinthians 12:7). He walks in 
discernment in business decisions. As a senator, he sponsors bills with prophetic insight into 
divine plans and purposes. He uses the gifts of wisdom and knowledge to formulate economic 
policies and solve economic problems.
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I am heaven bound and earthly relevant

Lord, help me to bring your grace to bear on my secular
engagements

Nehemiah 2:1-18, Proverbs 22:29, Romans 12:11
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THE POWER OF CONSISTENCY 1
1Timothy 4:14-16

Meditate on these things; give yourself entirely to them, that
your progress may be evident to all.

1Timothy 4:15

"I love your consistency at what you do. You have remained focused and unwavering 
over the years...." I am used to receiving these comments and feedbacks from people. 
While I sincerely and humbly appreciate such comments, they always set me thinking 
within myself like; "So, if I'm not consistent and focused, what else will I do?"

Friend, I know that we are in a generation of instant gratifications. Some people are 
serving what I call, "Jehovah Sharp Sharp." the God of the instant now. What most 
people fail to realize is that success takes time and process. There is no accidental 
success. Everyone has to go through a process; everyone has to remain focused and 
consistent if they would make anything meaningful out of their lives and endeavors.

When it comes to achieving results and multiplying profits in life and destiny, Paul 
had this to tell his protégé, Timothy, "Meditate upon these things, give yourself wholly 
to them, that your profiting my appear to all" (1 Timothy 4:15). That's the secret! You 
need to immerse yourself in your life and assignment, giving yourself completely to it 
so you can become all that God has ordained you to become. The truth is this, success 
may not happen for you automatically, but it would happen eventually if you remain 
focused and consistent. 

You need to pursue your life and enterprise with strong conviction. Conviction is the 
secret to commitment and conviction thrives on revelation. "...I was not disobedient 
to the heavenly vision" (Acts 26:19). Like Paul, when you are driven by a sense of 
revelation, you would burn with a white hot passion and commitment. You would be 
unstoppable, unmovable and unshakable. You would keep on keeping on until you 
achieve the highest level of greatness primed for you by God. You will succeed!

Saturday
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I remain resolute, committed and consistent to my life’s
assignment.

Father, baptize me afresh with grace for consistency in
Jesus name.

Habakkuk 2:1-4, John 8:31-32, Hebrews 6:12
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THE POWER OF CONSISTENCY 2
Proverbs 22:29

Do you see a man who excels in his work? He will stand
before kings; He will not stand before unknown men.

Proverbs 22:29

I have heard people teach or preach about "the anointing for a 24-hour miracle." What 
they mean is that you can receive 'an anointing' that would change your story and 
bring you success within 24 hours. While I believe in the miracle-working power of 
God, I also know that God is a God of process. Nothing just happens. Behind every 
"suddenly" of God is the patience of man.

Most of what we call failures today are successes stopped halfway. Don't conclude 
that your life or business is not working until you have given it all it takes. Like 
Joseph, to stand before kings, you need to go through some processes and stay put 
(Genesis 41:46, Proverbs 22:29). Your biggest breakthroughs are still in your future. 
As a pastor, will your church doors still be opened when the "game-changing 
members" decide to show up? Would you still be in the ministry preaching life and 
giving your best when the miracle of growth comes? As a business owner, would you 
still be in business when the customer that would change your business for good 
comes knocking?

Life will test your conviction and commitment. God will test if you would ever stay 
through to His call on your life. People are watching and waiting to see if you truly 
mean business. The devil wants to try you and push you out of your place of success. 
You need to prove beyond every doubt that you are in it for life. You need to prove to 
God that you are deserving of the greatness He has packaged in your future. To 
achieve anything meaningful in life and become what God has ordained for you, you 
need to stay put. Scale up your commitment to life; to your career, business, marriage, 
ministry etc. It's not time to give up or give in. The lockdown is over, it's time to get up 
and get going. The future is assured. The Miracles are here! You will succeed!
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 I don’t give up; I go all the way, fulfilling my destiny 

Lord, help me to give what it takes to be all you have ordained
for me in Jesus name.

Romans 12:11, 1 Corinthians 9:24-27, Philippians 3:10-14
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WHEN GOD SPEAKS
John 10:4-6

Yet they will by no means follow a stranger, but will flee
from him, for they do not know the voice of strangers.

John 10:5

I was having a conversation with my daughter the other day when she said; "God told me I 
would not dream bad dreams." At another time, she said, "I know when the devil is speaking 
to me, and I know when it is God speaking." O boy, I was inspired by her words! As young as 
she is, she already has a sense of the Father's voice!

Friend, do you know when, how and what God speaks? Listen, if you are a true sheep, you 
should hear the voice of Your Shepherd (John 10:4-5). It is not supposed to be a struggle. It is 
an inheritance. It should be normal. One of the marks of sonship is the ability to discern the 
leadership of the Holy Spirit for, "as many who are led by the Spirit of God, these are the sons 
of God" (Romans 8:14).

The first assignment of the Shepherd in the life of the sheep is not feeding but leading. It is 
the sheep that is led that would be fed. This is why in Psalms 23:1, "the Lord is my Shepherd" 
comes before "I shall not want".  I want to ask you today, can you discern the voice of God? 
Like my daughter, can you be sure of His communication? Stop saying; 'something told me'. 
Things don't talk. The Holy Spirit is not a thing. He is a person. God wants us to be able to 
discern His voice, apart from the devil's and the flesh. Like my daughter, you should be able 
to say, "I know when the devil is speaking and when God is speaking to me."

The devil will not exalt God and His word when he speaks. He won't promote the Kingdom. 
He won't speak love and peace. He won't promote righteousness. He won't speak faith but 
fear. Your flesh won't tell you to forgive. It won't tell you to rise up at night to pray. Your flesh 
won't tell you to sacrifice your finance for the Kingdom. Your flesh won't tell you what 
agrees with the Spirit (Galatians 5:17). Position yourself to hear Your Father's voice. He 
wants to lead you more than you want to be led. You only need to pay attention. He is 
speaking peace to you (Psalms 85:8). He is speaking rest, quietness and assurance (Isaiah 
32:17). He is leading you in the way of pleasantness (Proverbs 3:17). He is stirring your 
heart in the direction of His plans and purpose. Would you pay attention today?
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I am a child of God; I am open to the voice of my Father

Father, incline my ears to hear your voice in Jesus name.

1 Samuel 3:1-11, Isaiah 30:20-21, 1 John 4:1
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BACKSLIDERS & BACKSLIDING (4)
Judges 16:20

...So he awoke from his sleep, and said, "I will go out
as before, at other times, and shake myself free!"

But he did not know that the LORD had departed from him.
Judges 16:20

I was in a hurry for a meeting the other day. Where I was going and what to do there filled 
my heart that I did not pay attention to my direction. I just noticed that I continued driving 
with no destination in sight. I knew I had lost direction. I had to make a U-turn.

Friend, sustaining momentum and direction are two key elements of staying on course in 
destiny. Backsliding is not only a momentum problem; it is also a direction problem. You 
can be on top speed in destiny but you are actually a backslider as far as God is concerned. 
Of what use is speed in the wrong direction (Acts 9:1-6)?

The discipline of maintaining direction must be learned as you hope to sustain momentum 
(1 Corinthians 9:24-27). If you sustain momentum without direction, you would veer off 
God's path for you. And if you sustain direction without momentum you can be on the road 
forever. While you can get vision through an encounter with God, you get direction and 
details via a solid and consistent relationship with Him (Philippians 3:10-14). Don’t only 
get vision, get direction and details. While vision tells you where you are going, direction 
tells you how to get there (the road to take), and details show you what to expect and how 
to navigate the journey.

While seasons change, purpose does not change. While the methods might evolve, the 
mandate and the message do not change. If you keep changing your mandate and message 
due to changing seasons you are already a backslider. You don't modify divine instruction 
to suit your convenience. Rather, you adjust your life to suit divine instruction (1 Samuel 
15:1-23). If you don't keep your relationship with God solid and strong, you would be a 
victim of backsliding (Judges 16:20). It is possible to be on fire but in error at the same time 
(Leviticus 10:1). It is possible to have passion but to have lost the essence of the vision 
(Acts 26:19). Strength of passion without accuracy of vision and direction is another 
recipe for disaster.

Tuesday
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I sustain momentum while maintaining direction

Lord, realign me with your plans and purpose for my life in
Jesus name

John 21:1-20, Romans 10:1-2, Revelation 3:14-19
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THE DANGER OF FAMILIARITY
Mark 6:1-5

But Jesus said to them, "A prophet is not without honour except in
his own country, among his own relatives, and in his own house.

Mark 6:4

When my younger brother calls me, "my father", I know he has seen something beyond the 
ordinary. Despite having known me for years, he refused to be familiar. 

Friend, there is a thin line between intimacy and familiarity. Whereas familiarity has to do 
with being used to someone to the point that you see nothing special about him, intimacy is 
being close to someone in a way that causes you to value and respect him more. Familiarity 
breeds contempt, intimacy brings respect. The more you truly know people the more you 
would respect them. 

As profitable as relationships are, they can also be dangerous if not well handled. There is the 
danger of familiarity. Don't be too much in a hurry to be close to someone if you have not 
learnt the sacredness of access. Once you get close, you are likely to see stuff (not sins) you 
never knew existed. Don’t let the faults you see affect your estimation. Rather, be guided by 
the revelation of their relevance in your life. When you see a man who is very close to 
someone and still holds that person in high esteem, you have seen a wise man. James was a 
half brother of Jesus and he was humble enough to follow him (Galatians 1:19, James 1:1). 
Miriam was familiar with Moses that she missed her portion of the grace that he carried, and 
got leprosy (Numbers 12:1-10).

Those closest to a carrier of grace often miss out of that grace. When the wife of an anointed 
man still regards him as one despite having seen him in his weakness and vulnerability, you 
have seen a spouse who would walk in the grace of her husband. Abigail saw David in his 
prophetic destiny and she partook of that grace (1 Samuel 25:23-32). Michal was so familiar 
with David that she looked at him with disdain and she got barrenness in return (2 Samuel 
6:16-23). When you see associate pastors who have regard for their man of God despite his 
closeness and friendliness with them, you have seen people who would be unlimited in life 
and destiny (2 Kings 2:3, 12-15). While others mocked, Elisha followed him sheepishly. He 
ended with the double portion of Elijah’s spirit. Stop looking at people from the flesh 
(Matthew 16:17-19, 2 Corinthians 5:16-17).
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I refuse the danger of familiarity.

Father, help me to discern relationships correctly and enjoy the
blessings they bring in Jesus name.

Esther 2:19-20, John 6:67, 2 Corinthians 5:17
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“DADDY, SHOULD I GO?"
Ezekiel 14:4

…I the LORD will answer him who comes,
according to the multitude of his idols.

Ezekiel 14:4

Recently, my younger daughter wanted to go play with the kids in the next flat so she told her 
mum, but the mum directed her to me. She came to me and asked, "Daddy, should I go?" 
Since it's quite late in the day, I told her, "No, you will go tomorrow." She began to cry, "I 
want to go..." I thought my response would satisfy her, but it did not.

Friend, how many times have you asked God, "Daddy, should I go?"; not with the intention 
of being satisfied with what He has to say, but just to fulfill all righteousness? How many 
times have you asked God, "Daddy, should I marry her? Should I take up that job offer? 
Should I move to that new location, etc."; not to follow Him, but just to fulfill all 
righteousness?

Why are you asking God for direction when you have already made up your mind on what to 
do? Listen, God cannot be fooled. He knows when your prayer is just a mere religious 
obligation and when it is coming from a genuine heart that wants to follow His will. You 
must get rid of idols in your heart as you yield to His will (Ezekiel 14:4). This is why people 
receive a pseudo response from God. They thought they heard a "go ahead" from God, only 
to later discover that God did not speak to them. He only 'answered' them according to the 
idols in their heart. 

Don't be like that man who kept telling God, "Lord, I am ready to go anywhere for you, but 
not XYZ location". God kept replying him; "that is where I want you to go." The struggle 
continued until he said; "Lord, I'm ready to go anywhere you want me to go." To his utter 
amazement, God told him, "Son, I'm not actually sending you to that location; I only want to 
break that resistance in you. I want you to be willing to do my bidding". Divine Direction is 
for those who are submitted to God. It is for those who say, "Lord, not as I will, but as you 
will" (Matthew 26:39). This is why the cross is that place where the will of God crosses out 
your own will. It is the place of surrender. If you are still holding on to your own will, plans, 
agenda etc. above God's, you have not been to the cross, and without the cross, there is no 
glory (Philippians 2:5-11).
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I am submitted to doing the will of God from the heart

Lord, unite my heart to follow and do your will in Jesus name.

Psalms 86:11, Philippians 2:12-13, Hebrews 10:5-7
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THE MYSTERY OF THANKSGIVING
Philippians 4:6

Be anxious for nothing, but in everything by prayer and
supplication, with thanksgiving, let your requests be made known to God.

Philippians 4:6

My daughter had some stuff she was believing God for. They were her constant prayer 
requests. She had seen God answer a few prayers. So, one day, she said to me concerning one 
of her prayer requests; "Daddy, God has not answered my prayer." I told her; "God has 
answered it. The answer is one its way. Now, you need to engage in thanksgiving if you want 
to see the physical manifestation."

Friend, thanksgiving is one of the most potent weapons for getting supernatural results. In 
fact, your prayers are not complete until there is thanksgiving in the mix (Philippians 4:6). 
Thanksgiving is a Kingdom mystery. It confuses the devil. It also strengthens your faith 
(Romans 4:20).

Thanksgiving provides an atmosphere around your life for God to act on your behalf 
(Psalms 22:3). Thanksgiving should be an attitude and a lifestyle. It is not because things are 
difficult that you are not thanking God. It is because you are not thanking God that things are 
difficult. We must not only thank God for everything, we must learn to also thank God IN 
everything (1 Thessalonians 5:18). Thanksgiving is the secret to multiplications (Jeremiah 
30:19). What do you do with your 'five loaves of bread and two fishes'? Do you complain or 
give thanks (John 6:11)? Do you see the limitation or possibility in it? 

It is thanksgiving that would bring much out of your little; that little job, business, ministry, 
finance etc. can be turned around with a lifestyle of thanksgiving. Make thanksgiving your 
lifestyle; move from thanksgiving to ‘thanksliving’. Stop complaining about what is not; 
start thanking God for what is. Start converting your prayer burdens to thanksgiving drives. 
It fast tracks the physical manifestation of your answers. Don't wait until things happen 
before you thank God, start thanking God because they have happened. This is the language 
of faith and the new covenant (Colossians 1:12). You will succeed!

Friday
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Thanksgiving is my lifestyle; I move from thanksgiving to
‘thanksliving’.

Father, thank you for answered prayers in Jesus name.

Malachi 2:1-4, Ephesians 5:4, 20, Colossians 1:12
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Capsules
DESTINY
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